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Ab-6-ttact.
In this thesis, we establish a pair of systems of higher order
cohomology operations that act on the 7 -ordinary cohomology of
spaces that are free of p-torsion. These "pyramids" of operations
are generated by the p-divisibility of certain sums of
"pseudo" primary cohomology operations that operate
on the p-local cohomology of p-torsion-free spaces.
The properties of these higher order operations allow us to prove
theorems that either generalise or improve (in the sense of
decreasing indeterminacy) several results in the literature.
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A GeneAol Introduction and

It is the purpose of this thesis to introduce a rather different
approach to the study of cohomology operations of higher order.
The foundation for our method, which involves divisibility of the
Chern character by powers of an arbitrary prime, p, is due to
J.F. Adams. In his introduction to [2], Adams makes a general
reference to this type of procedure.
At the heart of our approach lies the "pseudo" primary cohomology
operation of (3.2.;;), 0^. Considering only p-torsion-free spaces,
J
we identify the p-local cohomology with the p-local K-theory by
means of the collapsing Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence, [1^].
Using various components of the Chern character to return to
cohomology, and certain integrality information to assure ourselves
that it is p-local cohomology to which we are returning, we define
our "pseudo" operation, 6^.
J
The result is a homomorphism of p-local cohomology groups that fails
to obey the naturality condition required of strict primary cohomology
operations; hence, these operations are called pseudo. This lack of
naturality is, however , controlled and can be calculated by means of
an explicit

formula, (3.2.9 )

It is this expression which not only

allows us to calculate the extent to which G>- deviates from
J
commutativity with respect to maps of arguments, but also to
calculate, in a straightforward

manner, the indeterminacy

of

a set of associated higher order, "genuine" cohomology operations.

This association is done as follows. Given a p-torsion free space
with an action of 0^ on its cohomology (p-local), one can examine
J
the "p-divisibility" of the image of the pseudo operation. By
dividing this image by the highest power of p that allows us to
remain in the p-local environment, and reducing mod p, we produce
This is
a higher order cohomology operation associated with 0^.
J
done explicitly

in (3.3.2) and (3.3.8), above. The indeterminacy

of this operation is then, as already mentioned, calculated with
the help of the formula that determines the deviation from
naturality of the pseudo operation.
It turns out, that not only a single higher order operation may
be associated with 0^: (assuming some divisibility conditions)
<J

but an entire "pyramid" of higher order operations. A typical
diagram of such a pyramid is shown in (3.3.33). The name, pyramid,
moreover, was not casually chosen, but, rather, intended to suggest
a close relationship to the pyramids of higher order operations
definedand constructed by C.R.F. Maunder in [27]and [28]. Indeed,
when certain assumptions are made with respect to the category of
the arguments, these two systems can be shown to coincide: (3.3.371.
This entire structure, pseudo operations and pyramids of higher
order genuine operations, dualises in the sense of [35]. The
resulting duals, (3.^.1) and (3.^.16), moreover, turn out, curiously
enough, to exhibit rather nicer behaviour with respect to indeterminacy
than their original versions did. This less indeterminate behaviour was
not "free", however; as with most advantages in mathematics, it was
"purchased". Here, the price was a more restrictive set of defining
conditions.
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This thesis, then, is concerned with the establishment of these
parallel systems of cohomology operations, the derivation of the
various properties of these systems, and the exploitation of these
properties in the form of explicit

calculations.

The presentation of this material takes the following form. In
Chapter II, we begin with a brief overview of the study of cohomology
operations from the classical viewpoint. A short exposition on
generalised cohomology theories and spectra is given, followed by
a general definition of a cohomology operation. Higher order
cohomology operations, constructed using the classical Postnikov
tower approach, and using the more recent techniques of C.R.F.
Maunder are considered.
Chapter III is concerned with the introduction of our pseudo primary
operations and their associated higher order pyramids. The properties
of these systems and those of their duals are discussed extensively,
here.
The last chapter, IV, is devoted to the exploitation of

the various

properties derived in chapter III and to the establishment of some
new properties concerning compositions of operations and product
behaviour. One of the main results of this chapter is the derivation
of a generalised higher order Cartan-likeformula. For orders greater
than 2, this is a completely new result (although of limited application
because of its very restrictive hypotheses) and for order exactly 2,
it is a major improvement over other results in the literature, in
the sense that the indeterminacy is substantially reduced.

-U-

Other applications and calculations are given in chapter IV that
either improve, generalise or simplify results in the literature.
This last chapter is concluded with a section on the 2. -invariant
Qj

of[5] and its relation to our systems of operations. A consideration
of the famous Hopf-invariant one problem is offered as an application
of this approach.
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Chapt&i 1 1 :

Cokomoiogy Op<iAatLonA {,x.om tke, Ctcu>A4.c.&t i/-ceu?po,in-£.

§/. IntAodu.ctA.on:
This chapter shall concern itself with offering a background
survey on cohomology operations . Its purpose is to remind the
reader of the basic terms and concepts involved and to present
a general and somewhat heuristic overview of the study of these
operations .
We outline our exposition in the following manner- We shall begin
with the defining of a cohomology theory in generalised terms.
This will involve the notions of an fi-spectrum and the resulting
representable cohomology theory. An axiomatisation implying the
more classical axiom system of Eilenberg and Steenrod [16] will
be discussed and examples of such theories will be given. The
notion of a primary (stable) cohomology operation in a given
theory will be introduced. This shall constitute §2.
In section three, we

will turn our attention to higher order

cohomology operations and their classical method of construction
involving Postnikov towers. Functional cohomology operations will
be discussed and their relationship to secondary operations shall
be established.
In section four, a somewhat more recent approach to higher order
cohomology operations will be considered, that of C.R.F. Maunder.
His work, involving chain complexes and resulting systems of
pyramids of higher order cohomology operations will "be discussed
and an example of such a system will be given.
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§2.

GciiciflCoed Cohomotogy ThdotLJzA and

Let C denote the category of base pointed CW complexes and
homotopy classes of maps.

2.2.1. VnfanitionA:
E
SE

(i) A spectrum, E, is a sequence of objects,

£ C, indexed by the integers, together vith morphisms,
-» E

e :

. Here, SX indicates the suspension of X = S A X.

(ii) The morphism, e , determines an adjoint morphism, e', by virtue
of the equivalence, [SX, Y] «-» [X, fiY] . In the case that e^:
E

-» QE

is a homotopy equivalence, ve call E an fi-spectrum.

Let us consider several
2.2.2. Example^ : (i) Let X be an object in C. To X we may associate
a spectrum, X, defined by X
For n < 0, we set X

= 5° A X (written as SnX) for n > 0.

= *, the point space. This is clearly a spectrum,

but not an fi-spectrum.
(ii) Letting X = S
spectrum: (Sm )

in the above example, gives us the sphere

= Sm+n for (m+n) ^ 0 and * for (m+n) < 0. This,

too, is a spectrum, but not an Q-spectrum.
(iii) Let K(G,n) denote the Eilenberg-MagLane space of type (G,n).
Here, G is is an Abelian group and n is an integer. That is to say,
K(G,n) is the space such that n.(K(G,n)) = G when i = n and is
zero otherwise. By noting that QK(G,n+l) is homotopy equivalent
to K(G,n), we see

that K(G,*1, defined by K(G,*) n = K(G,n), is

an ft-spectrum.
(iv) Let U denote the infinite unitary group = (j

U(n).
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We write BU for the classifying space of U. We define a spectrum
BU by setting BU2n = BU x 7 and BU2n+1 = U. ?,y virtue of the usual
equivalence, U =* QBU and the Bott isomorphism, we conclude that
BU is an ft-spectrum.
Given an fi-spectrum, one may define the representable generalised
cohomology theory associated with it, in the following manner.
2.2.3. VfL^uiltionA: (i) Let C denote the full subcategory of C"
comprised of finite, pointed CW complexes and their morphisms.
Let E be a(n) (fi-)spectrum and assume that X £ C. Define the
reduced (representable) generalised, or extraordinary,

cohomology

] . If E was chosen
theory associated with E by E^-(X) = lim [X,fi E
^
n
to be an ft-spectrum, this general definition restricts to E'^A) =
%*
[X, E ] and we say E ( ) is a representable cohomology theory.
(ii) Let us now define the unreduced or free cohomology theory
associated with a spectrum E, as follows. Let X
(where

x

denote X U x

is taken to be the base point). Then we define E q-(X) = E^Cx"*")
&

The injection map, <: X Q -> X induces a map, Ji : E q (x) -» E q (x ) , for
all q. We may now recover our reduced theory by defining it to be
,*
the kernel of -i . Because the corresponding exact sequence splits naturally,
we get that
E q (X) = E^X) <B E q (x 0 ) = E q (x) ® E^S"). [20]

2.2.4. PsiopOA-Ltion:

A representable generalised cohomology theory

defined by (2.2.3) satisfies the following three axioms:

(i) (Homotopy) Let (J and q be morphisras in C such that $ ^ q. Then
*
/*
the induced maps, ft and q are equivalent.
(ii) (Suspension) Let a denote the suspension homomorphism,
a: E (X) -* E

(SX). Then a is a natural equivalence.

(iii) (Exactness) Let Y -JU X —^-> (XU,0
—————————————•

CY) = C,0 be a cofibre

sequence in C. Then the resulting (induced) cohomology sequence,
'*
/*
En ( Y ) <-i- En (X)*-i- Sn (C.) is exact for all n > 0.
a
Ptoofa: This follows from our definition of ft-spectrum. We refer
the reader to [20] for further details, n
2.2.5. Re.m<M.kA : (i) These axioms can be shown to imply the more
classical axioms for cohomology theories of [16] with the exception
of the dimension axiom: E (*) = 0 for all n >_ 1 . It is well known
that there is only one (up to equivalence) cohomology theory that
obeys all of the axioms of (2.2.k] as well as the dimension axiom
and that is ordinary singular cohomology, H (X). All other theories
are, consequently, called extraordinary.
(ii) The interested reader is invited to consult [20] and [?] for
a more detailed treatment of this subject.
(iii) The H-spectra of £.2.2) (iii and iv) determine ordinary
cohomology (with coefficients in the group G) and complex K-theory,
respectively.
(iv) Any generalised cohomology theory, then, is a contravariant
functor from the category C to the category AB, of Abelian groups
and homomorphisms.
Now we are in a position to discuss the notion of a primary cohomology
*
operation within the context of a given theory, E ( ). Firstly we
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with the
point out that extraordinary cohomology theories, as
ts other
ordinary case, may be endowed with a system of coefficien
smashing the
than the "natun"! " one, namely n^(E). This is done "by
of
spectrum, E, with a suitable Moore space [6]. In light
*
ary
this f act , we shall write EG ( ) to denote that extraordin
icients in G.
cohomology th^nry associated with fi-spectrum E with coeff
Let E be an Q-spectrum defining the generalised
*
*
(in E ( ))
tion
opera
ology
cohom
ry
prima
A
).
(
E
y,
theor
ology
cohom
2.2.6. Vd^inLtion:

s) is a
of type (n,G; m,H) (for n,m e 1 and G and H Abelian group
X £ C satisfying
family of functions GX : EGn (x) -» EHm (X) , one for each
in C then (J 0
the naturality condition that if f$ : Y -» X is a morphism
X
*
it commutes with
= |71 Y /} . Moreover, we call such an operation stable if
that a primary
the suspension homomorphism, a. By (2.2.5-iv), we see
avariant
cohomology operation is a natural transformation of contr
functors from C to AB.
of
Regarding (2.2.6), one should notice that, by virtue
,H), with
(2.2.3), one may classify all operations of type (n,G;m
is a onerespect to a certain theory, E ( ) , by noting that there
of such
to-one correspondence between the elements of the set
operations and the elements of Eff (EG ) [32].
e also point

out

that no additional restrictions were placed

operation
upon the algebraic behaviour of a primary cohomology
tion need
by our definition, (2.2.6). In particular, such an opera
not be a homomorphism, in general.
We conclude this section with several
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2.2.7. CxainpCc 6 : (i) The most well known of all algebras of operations
*
(note that E (E) forms an algebra) is the Steenrod algebra, mod p
*
(p any prime), denoted by Ap. This is isomorphic to HZ (O ,*) .
The elements are polynomials in the Steenrod reduced powers, P

(or

S q when p = 2), as well as the Bockstein homomorphism , and are
subject to the Adem relations [32]. The operations are both stable
and homomorphisms .
(ii) The set of homotopy classes of maps, [BU,BU] , classify the
operations of complex (or unitary) K-theory. These contain the Adams
j^
operations, f , which are also homomorphisms but of trivial grading.
(iii) The algebra of operations on BP-cohomology is the subject
of much recent work and can be found described in [Ho] . Further
can be obtained from [15].

§5. Ope-fraf tons cf, Higlie.*. Qfido.fi.
This section is devoted to the classical construction of cohomology
operations of order higher than one, that is to say, operations that
are, in some sense, "liftings" of primary operations. This approach
engages the services of an inductive homotopy theoretic tool known
as the Fostnikov tower (or system) . We begin with a description of
this object.
For the sake of simplicity, we shall describe the basic workings of
a Postnikov tower with only one "k-invariant" at every stage. The
towers most generally used in the descriptions of higher order
cohomology operations, on the other hand, involve "multiple k-invariants"
As the fundamental concepts coincide, we limit ourselves to the simpler
case for expositional purposes.
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In order to ripply the very useful technique of induction to
homotopy theory, it is required to find a series of homotopy invariants
that "build up" a space, step by step. The obvious first thought would
be the skeleta of a given space. These suffer from the unfortunate
fact that they lack the key property, that of being a homotopy
invariant. Indeed, one need not look further than the sphere for a
counter-' 'Xani]>! e.
The homotopy invariant that succeeds where the n-skelcton fails
is the n-type of a space. The inductive build-up of a space by
considering successively greater n-types is known as a Postnikov
tower for the given space. More precisely:
2.3.?. V/ignition:

Let fa and g be two morphisms from X to Y in

C. We shall say that fa and g are n-homotopic if for every complex
of dimension _< n, K, say, and for every map
cp: K -» X,
the compositions fa(p and gtp: K -» X -» Y are homotopic.
2.3.2. Vdfa'inLti.on:

We shall say that two spaces in C have the

same n-homotopy type if there exist maps fa: X -» Y and g : Y -> X
such that fag is n-homotopic to the identity map on Y and gfa is
n-homotopic to the identity map on X.
2.3.3. Ve.fa.uiition: Let X and Y be in C. We say X and Y have the
same

n-type if their n-skeleta, X11 and Y , have the same

(n-1)-

homotopy type.
2.3.4. P/iopoa^ticm:

If X and Y

are elements of C and they have

the same n-type,then they have the same m-type for all m _< n.
Piocfa:

This is clear. If fa: Xn -» Y" and g: Y" -» X11 are such that

f>9 (9l5» respectively) is (n-1 ) homotopic to the identity on Y
(X, re:;i-orti vi -ly), then (J | X™ and g | Y™ provide the (m-1 )-homotopy.
D

2.3.5. Co/iollflAf/:

When n = °°, (2.3.^) tells us that every pair of

complexes in C with the same homotopy type are of the same m-type
for all finite m. Thus, n-type is a homotopy invariant of a complex.
In order to apply these concepts to the construction of a Postnikov
tower, we will require the following series of results which we
state without proof. The interested reader is encouraged to consult
chapter 13 of [32] for more details.
2.3.6. Theorem:

Suppose X and Y are of the same n-type. Let K

be a complex of dimension _< n-1. Then there is a one-to-one
correspondence of sets "between [K,X] and [K,Y].
2.3.7. Co 10Willy:

If X and Y are of the same n-type, then n. (x) =

n. (Y) for all i < n.
The converse of (2.3.7) is false but we do have the following.
2.3.S. Tlic.oie.rn: (J.H.C. Whitehead) : Let jj: Xn -» Yn be in C such
that the induced homomorphisms on homotopy are isomorphisms for all
•v
i < n. That is to say, suppose ^: n. (X11 ) ^ n.(Yn ). Then X and Y
have the same n-type.
2.3.9. PlopoA4£i.on:

Let L be an (n-1) connected complex such that

n (L) = n . It follows that L and K(n ,n) have the same (n+l)-type.
The definition of a Postnikov tower is basically the extension of
(2.3.9). It is the inductive construction of a space with (n+2)-type
of L, the (n+3)-type, and so on. In what follows we let FI. denote
the i

homotopy group of L, the (n-1 } connected complex of (2.3.9).

Consider the following diagram:

-13-

2.3.11. Ve.{l 4.ni£ion:

In the notation of (2.3.10) and (2.3.9) we say

that the diagram (2.3.10) represents a Postnikov tower for L if it
satisfies the following conditions:
(i) Each L

(m>n) has the same (m+1)-type as L and there is a map,
'Xi

n : L -» L , inducing isomorphisms TT.(L) -» FI.(L ) for all
Mm
m
i
• i m
(ii) n.(L ) = 0 for i > m.
(iii) L

TTi +1

k

(the m

i < m.
—

is the induced fi"bre space over I , induced by the map
T!'

k-invariant) from the standard path-loop fibration over

K(n
, m+2). Thus, by (2.2.5-iii), k i s an element of Hnm+: ' (L ).
m+1
m
ra+1
m
It is defined to be the image of the fundamental class in Hfl111 '(F)
m+1
under the transgression, where F is the fibre of p .
m
(iv) (2.3.10) is homotopy commutative.

2.3.12. RgjTioAfeA: (i) mth k-invariant, k , of (2.3.11-iii) is
chosen to be in the subset of Hlf71
m+i (Lm ) determined by the

kernel of p . The elemento (k ) = k p is in Hlf1 . (L ) and is
m
'mm
mm
m+1
m
the obstruction to lifting p to L
. Asking that k be an
*
element of kernel (p ), then, is equivalent to assuring the
existence of the extension map, p
(ii) The Postnikov tover given by (2.3.11) and (2.3.10) is somewhat
less general in character than the exposition that preceeded it,in
the sense that we have restricted ourselves, here, to a particular
cohomology theory, ordinary cohomology. This could have been
presented in a more general setting where E 's of the fi-spectrum E
would replace the K(TT,n)'s of the singular cohomology spectrum.
An example of a Postnikov tower constructed in another theory is
given in [38] where the spectrum considered was, BP, the Brown
Peterson spectrum [15].
We remain in the case of ordinary cohomology for the purposes of
exposition. The reader should bear in mind, however, thet the
generalised definition is quite parallel to this particular case
and we invoke the spirit of (2.3.12-ii)

throughout the remainder

of this section.
In these terms, then, one may define a secondary cohomology
operation as the lifting of a primary operation by one stage in
a Postnikov tower- Consider the following diagram

We tacitly

assume stability throughout.(See [32], chapter 16.):

-15-

(2.3.J3)

K(H,m-D
P
\/

-» K(G,n)

In (2.3.13) ve have X f. C. G, H, and F are Abelian groups. The
element, u, of HG (X) is represented by a map, U (by abuse of
notation and by virtue of (2.2.5-iii)). The map, 0, is a primary
cohomology operation of type (n,G; m,H) and the fibration:
K(H,m-l)——> E —!—»K(G,n) is induced from the principal path-loop
fibration over K(H,m) by 0. Let us assume that u. € ker 0

(the

kernel of the map 0) and let us suppose that we are given a
cohomology class ip £ HF (E). With these hypotheses we have:
2.3. 14. Demolition: The secondary cohomology operation, <5,
associated with the two-stage Postnikov tower in (2.3.13) and the
class ip, is defined on any class u £ ker 0, and takes values in
the coset space, HF (X)/Q, determined by <3>(u) = u*(cp), for all maps
%
^
u such that pa. =* a. The Q, representing the indeterminacy of the
secondary operation, $, is given by the image of the primary operation,
*
i (ip) , over all maps from X to the fibre of p,K(H,m-l).
Should the class ip, the so-called universal example, lie in the
kernel of 4* , then the indeterminacy of th'e operation would

be zero.

We shall return to this point below but take the opportunity here to
remark that, in general, Q will not be the zero subr,'vup.

Cohomology operations are divided into two rather distinct types of
objects: F^imary and all those of order higher than one. As we shall
see later (see (2.3.19)), the operations of order higher than two
are just generalisations of the above procedure which defined the
secondary order.

-16-

With this in mind, we consider some features contrasting higher
order operations with those on the primary level, using our
secondary operation as a model for all the higher orders.
To begin with, higher order operations are generally defined on
some restricted subset of the "original" cohomology group, and
not the entire group, as was the case with primary operations.
Secondly, higher order operations are only well defined modulo
some amount of indeterminacy, whereas primary ones take a uniquely
defined value, that is to say a well-defined element in place of
a coset. The requirement that the operations be strictly natural
is also (generally) dropped in the higher order cases. This
stipulation is usually softened into a naturality condition in
which the indeterminacy of a map of spaces applied to an operation
is contained in the indeterminacy of the operation applied to the
map. This shall be explained in more detail, below. In particular,
see A3 of (2.U.2.).

A word or two about the value of Q in (2.3.1U) is in order. The
indeterminacy of the operation defined by (2.3.1^) is due to the
choice involved in picking the lifting map, a, such that pa ^ a.
'X/

We were assured of the existence of a by the fact that a £ ker 0 .
The choice of particular u., however, may vary. Indeed, it may
<\,
range over u plus any element in the kernel of
f-y [X,E] -» [X,K(G,n)j.
By exactness, these values are precisely equal to the image of
-l)] -» [X,E] .

-17-

a.*
It follows, then, that a (cp) , the value of the secondary operation,
.*
above, may vary by anything in the image of 4. (cp) . In these terms,
ve see that <1> of (2.3.1^) is defined on the kernel

of a primary

operation, ker(O), and takes values in the coset space defined by
the cokernel of another primary operation, cok (i (cp) ) .
This property of having indeterminacy is an essential distinguishing
factor between a primary operation and all higher order operations.
For example, should the given cohomology element, cp, of (2.3.13) be
.*
contained in the kernel of -L , then our secondary operation, O,
becomes, essentially, a primary operation defined on the kernel of
.*
0. We see this as follows. To say that cp G ker -L is equivalent
*
to saying that it is in the image of p . Setting cp, therefore,
equal to p

0', for some 0' £ HF (K(G,n)) gives the following

version of (2.3.13) :
(2.3.75)

K(H,m-l) c—-—>E

'""I

U-.-~

,-'

u

'

V
\

V
K(G,n)

It follows from this construction that cpu <=* 0'u. Consequently,
Oi*

our secondary operation, <J>(u}, becomes a

*

(cp) ^ a (0') =^ 0'a

with zero indeterminacy. Thus, <3> becomes a primary operation,
0', restricted to the kernel of 0.

-18-

It turns out that there is a very strong relationship bfty-.,. r ,
secondary operations and relations between primary operations
Consider the following diagram:

(2.3.16)

K(H,m-D r—^E — ^
V''""
| P
X'-——-———> K(G,n) -2-» K(H,m)

We wish to show that the secondary operation, <X>, associated with this
two-stage Postnikov tower and cohomology class, tp, corresponds
precisely to a relation between primary operations: 4* 9 = 0 . Firstly,
let us assume that <J> is defined. Thus, the hypotheses of (2.3.1M
are assumed to be satisfied. Under our stability hypothesis, we may
suppose that tpc represents the first desuspension of the primary
stable operation V , denoted

H* . Let T indicate the transgression

of the fibration: K(H,m-l) —^-» E -^->K(G,n). It is well known that
primary operations commute with T [32] and so we have a commutative
d i 3 r r am :

(2.3.17)

HHm- 1 (K(H,m-D) —
I 1 Y = (^
K
I
1+1
*
HF 1 (K(H,m-D) ——^HF
(K(G,n))

L-y (2.3.17), we huvo that 0 - iU (ip) ) = T(tpi(i m_ 1 )) =
m- .
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Let us suppose, conversely, that 'F0 = 0. We construct our Postnikov
system as before but without the map, ip. It is precisely this relation
between primary operations that assures us of the existence of the
cohomology element, cp (this element is known as the universal example
of the secondary operation). Because we know that 0 = fO = T( ^(T _< ))
we may suppose that

Y(I _.)

is in the image of i. . Thus, we have

Y = i (cp) for some element, cp £ HF (E) . This allows us to fill in the
map, cp, and fully reconstruct the diagram (2.3.16) that gave us the
secondary operation, <E>. It must be noted, however, that this procedure
does not determine cp uniquely. We are in the following situation:
(2.3.1B]

HHm~ 1 (K(H,m-D) ——^ HFl (K(H,m-1)) —-^--> HF1+1 (K(G,n))
*
i.
HF1 (K(G,n))

It is clear from (2.3.18) that we have only determined cp modulo
*
some element in the image of p , thus, modulo, a primary operation.
There is one thing further that we wish to point out about (2.3.16).
We stated that there is a strong relationship between secondary
operations and relations between primary ones. The diagram points
out that there is also a degree shift involved. The composite of
primary operations f 0 had degree 1+1 whereas the associated secondary
operation had degree 1.
As we have pointed out above, this procedure generalises to define
n

order cohomology operations. Consider the diagram:

-20(2.3. 19)

n-11 n
Jn
—£fn
. --' "

3

2
3
^1 K"

*n

^U^ *
' U
3
- •*
_^_

^
1
" ^ n ~V
——*
Kn+'

U^ 3

K

^^ ^ 3

5

6

2
^X 2

_\ 2

i?^ s - x
J-K 0.

o._

o

In (2.3.19) we let K. denote the Eilenberg-MacLane Space, K(G.,m.),
where {G.} is a set of Abelian groups and {m.}aset of natural
numbers, with m. _<_ m.

for all i such that, 1 <_ i <_ n+1 . The maps

0. are primary operations of type (m.,G.;m. .,G. .). The left super
script on maps and spaces denotes the appropriate desuspension. The
ml
map u is a given cohomology element £ ker(0..) c HG 1 (X). We assume,
moreover,that the primary operations, 0., are such that 0. .0. is
nulhomotopic for all j, 1 <_ j <_ n. The existence of the higher
universal examples, the cp. is assumed for the moment. We shall return
to this point shortly. The space Q. represents the fibre of the
J

composition (p. . 1 op. . „ O...Q p. 1 o p.). The £^'s, then, are
j-i+i
J-i+^j-l
J.
J
inclusions of successive fibres and the composition (£.
o £. " o...o £.
J
J
J
is homotopy equivalent to L . , the inclusion of
K. in E..
J
J
J
In these terms, the secondary operation of (2.3.1M would be
'V

$ - o

*

= a
Ll

2

*

(tp..,) modulo the indeterminacy equal to the image of i
i

C-

over all maps [X, K ]. Suppose, now, that ip o u^ is nulhomotopic.
•\j
Then a lifting, u , <jxists. We may, then, provided we are given
1

the univ-; rs'il example, <. n^,

^

define the tertiary operation

(tp0 )
t-
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(ip.,)

associated with the Postnikov tower, (2.3.19), by <I> (u.) = u.
modulo the image of (p., o £~[X,Q ] plus the image of ip.. o f

o £ ? [X» K ]

In general we have:
2.3.20 Vcd-inLtion : Under the above hypotheses, together with the
requirements that O. is defined for all i such that 1 <_ i ^_ n-1 ,
that

(P _ 1 o u

. 2i 0 •> an d that we are given a map cp ,

order cohomology operation associated with the Postnikov

the n

j,

tower, (2.3.19), is defined by O (a) = a (ip ) modulo
n
n
n
__.
^ ep o £n - 1 O...G -en- 1 - i [X,Qn - 1 - i ] ®cp <. [X, n - 1 K ].
n
n n '
n
n
n
n
.
In this procedure, we required two things at every stage. Firstly,
we asked that 'p

o (T

be nulhomotopic to allow us to lift our

map, ((, one stage hirlior in the towerVrj also asked that we be given a map,

ip,

. ,

called the universal example. By the remarks preceeding (2.3.18),
however, it can be seen that this is equivalent to asking that
0

cp

^ 0. The property that 0.

0.^0 for 1 <_ i £ 1+1 is

not, in general,sufficient to assure us of the existence of these
universal examples, at least not above the second order and not in
ordinary cohomology.
An example of a generalised theory in which the existence of higher
(above the second level) universal examples is guaranteed is BP
*
cohomology [15]. Depending upon the "prime of definition" of BP ( ),
an entire series of universal examples, {cp. } , are assured of existence
given a series of pairwise nulhomotopies, 0. ., 0- =* 0. The property
of BP ( ) that is responsible for this behaviour is called "q-sparseness",
where q = 2(p-l), and p is the "prime of definition". We shall not
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pursue

this point any further here and we refer the int<.-r^cted reader

to §1 of [38] for further details.
We conclude this section with a brief discussion of functional cohomology
operations. Consider the following diagram:

(2.3.21}

Y
Notice that (2.3.21) is just (2.3.16)

without the assumption

that we are given an element, cp, or equivalently, without the
requirement that we have a relation between primary operations.
To this situation we have added a space, Y, and a map of it into
*
X. It is assumed that & (u) = 0 and we retain the hypothesis that
0(u) ^ 0. As before, the

facts that u. £ ker(0) and that p: E -» K(G,n)

is induced from the path-loop fibration over K(H,m) by 0 give us
a.
%
the fact that we may lift u to u such that pu ^ u. It follows, moreover,
that since aft is nulhomotopic, then U/) is in the kernel of
IV [Y,E] -» [Y,K(G,n)].
#
By exactness, we know that u{\ lies in the image of
^: [Y,K(H,m-D] -» [Y,E],
Thus, there exists a class, a', say, in [Y,K(H,m-1)] such that
4.LL* ^ U./]. In these terms we have:
2.3.22. V'C {\.LnJition:

Let 0, denote the functional cohomology operation

determined by (2.3.21). It is an operation defined on the kernel of
a primary operation, 0, intersected with the kernel of the induced map
of fi~. Y -» X. The functional operation takes values in the coset space
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Hli

(Y)/Q. The coset image of 0, is the class of a' modulo the
0
indeterminacy, Q, computed as follows:

2
. 5.
i0 02 \I

TJU111
mi

f V )
(A

——^-> [X,E J1

Pft

n
-an n {f A
v
———————
*. tlu

rf*

0
Hr.n ~ 1 Cv^

I
x
- 0. »mim~ 1 rv^

'

^ -.» Fv i?1

Kl

' #

\

>u

The standard diagram chase, beginning with an element, u, in
in (X) such that 0(u) =* 0 and {} (u) = 0, yields an element,
u' £ HH

(Y), which is well-defined modulo the sum of the images
/*
'
of a and 0, the first desuspension of our original primary

operation, 0. This is the value of the indeterminacy, Q.
After considering the similarities in the defining diagrams for
0, and <J>, it should come as no surprise that these two operations
n
are, indeed, closely related. There are two classical results in
this direction which are known as the two Peterson-Stein formulae
[3^]. We state both of these formulae here, in the notation developed
above, and we refer the reader to [32] and [3^] for proof and further
details.
2. 3.1 ^. T/ieo-tg.m.' (Peterson-Stein' s 1

formula): With the hypotheses
*
and notation of (2.3.U>) and (2.3.21) we have that tf ($(u)) = >0/(u)
0
in HF1 (Y)/Q where Q = tf Im(>).
In the notation and hypotheses of (2.3.2U) we alter the requirements
slightly t,o replace DUI- element U by another element V £ HG (X)
such that the composition Oi1 ^ is nulhomotopic. (That is to say, we havrelaxed our assumptions on our domain of definition so that we no longer
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require that 0(u) & 0 and $ (v) = 0.) Under these conditions we have
2.3.25 T/icrtCJH (Peterson-Stein 1 s 2 n

formula):

<»U*(v)) = v/(0(v)) e HFI (Y)/Q
6

where Q = 'T

HH"1"" 1 ^)® ft* HF 1 (X) .

§4. The. Pyramid,!,
In [27], C.R.F. Maunder developed an axiomatic system of higher
order cohomology operations (again, we will be dealing with ordinary
cohomology) that associates certain types of chain complexes with
"pyramids" of operations of steadily increasing order. This section
is concerned with offering a brief account of these results. We
begin with the definitions of the basic tools and concepts.
Let

be a chain complex of length N. By this we shall mean a set of N+1 ,
finitely generated, free, left A

modules, C., ((Ki<_N), together

with maps, d. , of degree zero, satisfying the usual condition that
d. d. * = 0 for all i G [1,N-1]. It is assumed throughout that (C.) q3
the q

dimensional component of C . is zero for q < i.

It turns out that it will not be possible to build up a theory in
which every such chain complex determines a pyramid of operations,
at least not for N > 2. The subset of such complexes as (2.U.1)
for which this can be done, that is the set of all chain complexes
which associate in a natural way to a pyramid of higher order
cohomology operations, is called the set of admissible chain complexes
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We shall return to this point shortly,when we offer a definition
of an admissible chain complex (See (2.1*..3).).
Assuming for the moment that our chain complex given in (2.1*.1) is
admissible, we shall associate with it, by considering all the
subchain complexes of (2.U.1), one N h order operation, two
(N-1)

order operations, three (N-2)

order operations, and

so on down to N primary operations. We call this collection of
cohomology operations a pyramid of operations. The definitions of
these operations will be inductive with an M

order operation

being defined on the kernel of an operation of order (M-1). Given
an admissible chain complex of length N, in other words, we shall
define a

set of operations, {<r> ' }, of order r-s, where N >_ r > s >_ 0.

Such an operation will be defined on a certain map (called the
augmentation): E : C

s

-> R?/ (x), X€ C, and its value will be
p

an equivalence class of maps: n: C

-» H^

(X).

We define our operations inductively. Consider an augmented chain
d1
complex of length one: C. ————> C Q ———> HZ" . Let us define a
primary operation associated with it (since all length one chain
complexes are admissible we need make no further restrictions) by
<J> ' (e) = cd . This is sufficient to start the induction. We have:
2.4.2. Vzfanition: We shall say that {« r ' S }, N > r > s > 0, is

a

stable pyramid of operations associated with the admissible chain
complex of length N given by (2.14.1) if the following axioms are
satisfied:
AO: If r-s < N, then the pyramid of operations, {$ ' } with
r>_u>v>_s, is associated with the subcomplex of (2.U.1):

d
c r —i-> c r-1,

d 1
r^ ) ...

>c s .

A1 : <J> ' ( E ) is defined for those A -maps, e : C

-> H2

(X). , such

that $ ' (r) is the zero coset for N > r > 0.
A2: If c is such a map, and is of degree 1, then <J> ' (e) is defined
to be an equivalence class of maps, [n]: CN -> H^

(x) of degree

l-N+1 , where two maps are considered to be equivalent, in this
sense, if their difference lies in the image of <J> ' . (We say that
ImO '

is the indeterminacy of O ' .It denotes the set of maps in

® ' (?) as £ runs over all suitable maps, that is, all A -maps
C: C 1 -» HZ

(X) of degree 1-1 such that <T>T '' 1 (?) is defined).

A3 : Let g be a morphism in C, g: Y -» X, Let e be as in A1 . Then:
9

N.O, * x
* , N.O, , N
(C ' (e)) c o ' (g e).

A^ : Let n : HZ

(SX) -» H2-^ (X) be the suspension isomorphism. Then:

(Note that we have chosen e: C n0 -» H7p (SX) such that $ ' (e) is
defined) .
A5_: Let (X,Y) be a pair of spaces. Let n: C

-» HS'

*

(x) be a map
(X,Y)

of degree m such that <J>N ~ 1 '°(n) is defined. Let C: C

-» H7

be such that / 5 £ ON~ 1 '°(n) • Let -i n =e": C Q -> H2T
*
with 6 equal to the right coboundary:

(l) . Then,

e rf £6* (<i.N ' 0 ( e )).
In the beginning of this section, we mentioned that not every
chain complex may be associated with a pyramid of operations in
the sense of (2.U.2). We suggested that the necessary criterion
for such an association was that of admissibility.
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We define this as follows:
2.4.3. Vafi-uiitLon:

We define a chain complex of the form (2.U.1)

to be admissible if it satisfies the following inductively presented
property:
(i) Every chain complex of length one is defined to be admissible,
(ii) Let N > 1. A chain complex of the form (2.1+.1) is defined to
be admissible if there is a pyramid of operations, {<£r ' } for
N-1 >_ r > s >_ 0 associated with this subcomplex of length N-1 ,
such that O '"

d>

minacy) . Here <£ '

'

= 0, identically (that is, with no indeter

denotes the primary operation associated (by

^^S-^N-r
Notice that when N=2, this condition will always be satisfied. It
is evident from (2.U.U), below, that this requirement of admissibility
corresponds precisely to the requirement that higher order universal
examples exist.
We record, in the interest of completeness, the following basic
results regarding pyramids of operations and we refer the interested
reader to [27], §2.1|, for further details:
2.4.4. T/ieo'icm:

(i) If a chain complex of the form (2.U.1) has an

associated pyramid of operations, {O ' } , for N >_ r > s >^ 0, then the
complex is admissible.
(ii) If the chain complex given by (2.^.1) is admissible, then there
exists at least one associated pyramid of operations.
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2.4,5. Theorem:

Suppose $ '

and $ '

are two possible "apexes"

of the pyramid associated with an admissible complex of the form
(2.^.1). Then there exist an (N-1 \

order operation, Y associated

the subcomplex of (2.U.1):

such that <1>0 ' ( e ) _ a> 1 ' (e) = ^(e) for all suitable e, modulo the
total indeterminacy involved.
In heuristic terms, then, what Maunder has done is

to develop

a rigorous system that can be seen to embrace the Postnikov tower
approach of §3, above. Corresponding to relations between operations,
are the differentials of his chain complexes. Parallel to lifting
maps one stage in a Postnikov tower, is applying one further
differential (provided, in both cases, that certain "admissibility"
criteria were met). In the Postnikov system approach, dualising in the
sense of Spanier [35] was done by applying the canonical antiautomorphism of A , namely x [371- Maunder dualises his chain complexes
directly (See §lt of [27] and Theorem it. 3.1, in particular.).

We shall

return to this point, below.
V/e end this discussion of Maunder 's operation by giving an explicit
example. A particular pyramid of operations will be constructed that
will be shown to be a generalisation (in the sense of order) of a
classical secondary operation (See [10],[11], and [17]-). This example
was constructed by Maunder in [28].
Consider the chain complex, C(N,r), with N <_ r, defined as follows:
For N > n > 0, we let C
—-

~—

n

VI

be a free-graded left A

f

module.
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.; c . ;. . . ;c n,n } where
has n+? generators of the form {c n': c n,0'
n,1'
°
the dimension of c n = 2r + n - 1 and the dimension of each
c n, i. = 3n - 2i for 0 5 i < n. We set c u = 0 by convention. The differentials

Each C

n

are defined by:
(2.4.6) rfn (c n ) = Sq (c

) + "z

_._ )

x Sq r~ 2i (c _

Here Sq' 1 = Sq Sq + Sq Sq (See [2] . ) That d

d +

=0 for all n such

that 1 <_ n £ N-1 follovs from the fouTAdem relations:
o 2r o 1
c 2r -2 o°> 1 + \Sq
c 2r
to 1 t\ o 1 \Sq
Sq = 0,
Sq'
+ \Sq
(2.4.B) Sq
(2.4.9) Sq' 1 5§' 1 = 0,

(2.4.70) 5q S§' 1 + S?' 1 Sq = 0, and

pyramid of operatioiE that this chain complex defines is described by
the following theorem of Maunder. The reader is referred to Theorem 2
of [28] for details. Let us, first, establish some notation.
We shall denote by \

the integers localised at some prime, p. We

will write ch

for the component of the Chern character in dimension

2n. Let 1 : J}

+ Q induce the coefficient "homomorphism, 1^ and let

p' : Q

p

•*• Z

p

induce the coefficient homomorphism, pi.

2.4 . ?2 PC,^OK ta'H: A cohomology class, X € HQ (X) is said to be
integral mod p if it lies in the image of l t : HQn (X) -* HQn (X).
We have the following theorem of Adams [2] :
2.4.73 Tlinofi&m: Let n be a complex vector bundle over a CW complex,
X, such that n is trivial when restricted to the (2q-1 ) -skeleton of
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X. Then p

ch + , _ ^ ^ s integral mod p.

We may now state the theorem of Maunder which defines a pyramid of
operations associated with the above chain complex.
2.4.14 T/icoicm: There exists a pyramid of operations, {O ' }, for
N >; t > s :> 0 associated with C(N,r) with the following property:
Suppose that X is a (2q-1)-connected CW complex and that ? £ K(X)
is such that 2

ch

(?) is integral mod 2. Then

$N '°(p; o I* 1 ch U)) is defined and takes the value P ; o l~ 1 (2 r " N+1 ch +r
modulo the indeterminacy.
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C/iapteA III :

MLqc.bn.cuc. Pu/iami-d*

§ 7 . Introduction.
In this chapter we shall consider an alternative, rather more
algebraic , approach to higher order cohomology operations. In
chapter II ve saw how Maunder ([27] and [28]) developed an axio
matic system of higher order cohomology operations based upon
certain relations in the mod p

Steenrod algebra, A . The result

was a formal structure that embraced the Postnikov tower approach
to higher order operations and gave properties and existence
criteria for cohomology operations of arbitrarily high order.
What we shall establish in this chapter, is an algebraic pyramid
approach to higher order cohomology operations, in the p-torsionfree category, coming from increasing p-di visibility 'of a sort
of "pseudo" primary operation. These primary operations will be
called "pseudo" because of their failure to exhibit the classi
cally required naturality property. The pseudo nature of the
source

notwithstanding, the resulting higher order operations

are quite proper and satisfy all the usual properties associated
with cohomology operations of higher order. This chapter is con
cerned with making these notions precise.
We fix the notation which we will be using. Unless we state other
wise, we shall be working in the category whose objects are
topological spaces with the homotopy type of a

CW

complex of

finite type whose integral (co)homology is free of p-torsion, for
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some fixed prime, p. The morphisms of our category will be the
homotopy classes of continuous maps of such spaces. This category
be denoted by F .

Let ^

indicate the subring of the rational numbers whose

denominators are all relatively prime to p. V/e will write H*(X)
and K(X) in place of HQ (X) and KQ (X), the cohomology and
unitary K-theory, respectively, of a space X, with coefficients
in £ . Let Z

denote the integers modulo p, Z/pZ. The obvious

homomorphisms, p:Z-»Z, p ':Q
induce

-» Z , k : Z' -» Q, and k' : Z -» Q ,

the coefficient homomorphisms in cohomology: p.,., p^, k^,

and k^, respectively.
In our section on K-theory (§2), we shall also be using the fol
lowing notation. We will define K (x) to be the kernel of the
homomorphism: K(X) -» K(X
of X, as usual.

), where X 1 denotes the i

skeleton

In these terms, we write the standard

skeletal filtration as follows:

(3. J.I)

K(X) = KQ (X) ^K 1 (X) 5 K

Because we will be working frequently with the residue classes
mod p- 1 •. w '- ^hall fix the notation, m = p-1 .
We proceed with this chapter in the following manner. Firstly, we
shall define our pseudo primary operations. We will relate them
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to existing homomorphisms of cohomology in F , namely those of
Hubbuck [22] and [2^4], and we shall derive some basic properties.
Next, we will define an algebraic pyramid of higher order operations,
"generated" by the repeated divisibility of these non-natural
homomorphisns. The result will be a pyramid of operations that
will relate closely to the pyramid system of [27] and [>8]. Follow
ing

this, the dual theory will be developed and the relation to

the dual of [27] shall be established. It will be shown, moreover,
that these algebraic pyramids contain, as special cases, certain
operations of [18], [26], and [17] when they are applied to spaces
in our p-torsion-free category, F .

§2. The. P^nado P>iimaAij Cokomotogy Operation.
Before we can define our pseudo primary operation, we must make
several observations about K-theory in our category, F . We know
from [6] and [2^] that p-localised unitary K-theory, that is to
say, the extraordinary cohomology theory defined by the spectrum,
BU®_ , splits up into a direct sum of K-theories, one for each of
P
f\i
i
the mod m residue classes. Thus, we have BtlQ = 0 BtlQ , where the
sum runs over all residue classes: 0,1 ,...*,m-1 . This gives us
K(X) = $ K(X)

(summed over the same classes), the splitting

of the K-theory induced by the splitting of the defining spectrum
(see chapter II). Such a decomposition of p-localised K-theory is
j^
respected by the action of the Adams operations, \|i , and it induces
a mod m residue class splitting on the skeletal filtration, (3. 1. 1 ).

The following theorem, which is due to Adams and Hubbuck ([6],
[8], and [2^]) makes this more precise.
3.2.7 T lice ion: There is a canonical direct sum splitting,
(j_)
,. .
m-1
is closed under the
K(X) = * K(X) UJ such that: (i) each K(X)
i=0
action of tjj k for each k € Zr; ( ii) the associated graded group is
defined by: K v (X) (l) Av Il+1 (X) (l) = G 2n K(X) ^ and it equals the
usual ("unsplit") associated graded group, G K(X) S if and only
if n = i mod m. If n i i mod m,Q., K(X)

= 0.

Now, given that the p-local K-theory breaks up into m summands, we
may consider the associated split local cohomology. This is
related to the split K-theory as follows:

5.2.2 f'u'/.ic'i (' ti.rn: There exists an isomorphism, J : H

(X; -»

K(X)

r (x) ; (ii) the composition
for X e F p such that: (i) j(H 2n (X)) c
- }' ^'n
of J with the quotient map, I
is ^he identity map on H

: K2n (X) -» K 2n ^ X ^ //K 2n+1 ^ ^ ^W

(X); (iii) we may decompose J into a

(i)
2n
(i)
r-~ • (i >
-» K
: H (X)
* J ' such that J
i=n
H Jn (X) (l; is defined by K^U) ( X ''/K2n+1 (X) (l .
direct sum,

r\cc {\: Let x^-.v^ be a basis for H

(X)

(X)

(i ^
' where

' for some fixed i,

0 < i < m-1 . Corresponding to the X. (1 _< j <_ t) are elements , u.G
J
J
~
~~
(i). .
= X.. Let us define
of exact filt-rat.ion 2n such that I_2n '(u.)
j
j
-» a . for 1 £ j <_ t. Now define J = * J

j' 1 ' by X.

0 < i < m-1 .This
results.

over all i,

J

J

n

gives us, in view of (3.2. 1 ), the desired
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From this point onward, we shall only consider "splitting isomor
phisms" of this form, namely, those J's that satisfy (3.2.2).
Now we are in a position to define our pseudo primary cohomology
operations. These will be homomorphisms on cohomology groups
f* V

(F ), the subring of H
P
grading and arguments taken from our category, F .
P
defined on and evaluated in H

^

with even

3.2.3 Vc.{\ulLtion: Let J be a splitting satisfying (3-2.'-) and
let a be any element of H

(X) for X £ F

and n £ Z , the non-

negative integers. Then, for each q ^ 0, we define a pseudo
primary cohomology operation of degree q, by p

ch +

J(u.).

We shall denote this operation by 0^ : H2n (x) -» H2n+2qm (x).
j
Here ch

denotes the component of the Chern character in dimension

2s. By convention, we set 0^(u) = 0 for q < 0.
There are several things we wish to point out about this
definition. By (2.U.13), the value of p^ ch +

J(u), which will

lie in HQ' ' ' il! '(X), is integral mod p. We may, consequently,
identify this rational cohomology class witfc a Q

class under

the homomorphir.m, 1^ .
y, we know that a £ K

(x)/K,, +1 (X; since X was chosen

from F . Thus, J(tt) is a virtual vector bundle that is trivial
P
over the (2n-1 ) -skeleton of X and, consequently, we are free to
invoke Theorem 2 of [2] without requiring that X be (2n-l)connected .
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A third point to be noticed about (3.2.3) is that J(u) lies in
K(X) despite the fact that X is in F . Although 7. itself could
well be an infinite complex, the element, a, will always be
taken from some finite cohomology grading, 2n, of X. Thus, we
shall only be dealing with finite skeleta at every point. This
justifies our use of ordinary K-theory as opposed to K-theory
(see [12])even though we are working in F .
It is well known that the Chern character is a homomorphism and
so, quite clearly, our pseudo operations must be homomorphisms,
as well. Of course, J need not be a ring isomorphism, a priori,
and so we are not free to conclude that, in general,
OT('^) u oi( u )- We shall return to this point in
I
0 a-(u u v) =
J
J
. .
J
i+j=q
chapter IV, §3, below.

One thing, further, to observe is that, by (3.2.2) and (3.2.3),
one can conclude that the cohomology homomorphism, 0J? respects
the mod m residue class splitting of BUQ

and thus of H (X).

3.2 J PlopoictU'ii: For X £ F p , the following diagram commutes:
———————'——————
H 2n (X)

°?

,

Fti'i'.^ : This is a direct application of Theorem 2 of [<_] .
/•pplyinr *h" theorem to (3 .2 .3) gives the result.
(Here and throughout this paper we denote by x, the
canonical anti-automorphism of the Steenrod algebra [30]. More
over, we shall always take P

to mean Sq

in the case where
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The property thai will turn out to be very useful in the evaluation
of higher order operations derived from 0, is established in the
<J
following manner. Let X and Y be spaces in F

and let fa : Y -> X be

a morphism in this category. We may choose splittings of the
proper sort (i.e. those satisfying (3-2.2)), J and L, say,
taking H SV (x) -> K(X) and H SV (Y) -* K(Y), respectively. We define
a homomorphism fa

J Lt

by requiring the commutativity of the

following diagram:
(3.2.5)

J
H SV (X) ______» K(X)
°JL
H 6V (Y) ———

> K(Y)

As J and L are both isomorphisms,this homomorphism fa
Thus, by (3.2.5) we have l>fa

JL

is well defined

= fa'J. Taking the Chern character

of both sides of this expression we get:
(3.2.1)

ch Lfa JL = ch fa l J.

Recalling that the Chern character is a natural transformation
of cohomology functors, we may write (3-2.6) as:
(3.2.7 )

ch Lfa JL = fa*ch J.

Because J ami L were chosen such that they-satisfy (3.2.2),
that is, such that they respect the direct sum splitting of the
K-theory, (3.2.5) must

commute for each residue class,

mod m = p-1. That is, for some fixed n and some j £ [o,m-l] such
that n = j(m), wo got the following commutative diagram:

/

,,^n/,,.•! v j /

_ _ , \

"

» v

iv\\J /

\1/

^
TT V~*''V\\U_Z_

"-1

_JL

V

/ V 1 ^ ^

Now, by (3.2.1), K : , n+1 (Y)^ = K^U)^ =..,= K^Y)'
Thus f>

JL

can be written as a sum of linear maps:
£ JL = I

(3.2.8)

^

where each fl . raises degree by 2im and where (j

*
= jj .

Now, for any fixed n and q we may consider the component of (3.2.7)
in the dimension 2n+2qm:
(3.2.7')

ch

n+qm

J.
ch A
L ^ TT = ,J*
n+qm
u
U JL

Multiplying both sides of this last equation by p^- and substituting
in the value for /(

JL

given us by (3-2.8), we see that we have proved

the following important formula which measures the deviation from
naturality of our pseudo primary operation:

3. 2. 9

T/iCc' \CJii: Unler the above hypotheses:
^ H 2n+2(lm fY^
n
y
_
/* n q
(I/IA;->H
OTLi O/ q-1• .. HH 2n m
p
2. ^1-i
fl0
JT - 1=0

Modulo p, of course, (3.2.9 ) reduces to a statement of strict
naturality: pltf

0^ = pi 0^ £ . In view of (3.2.M, this is
LJ
J

hardly surprising since the reduced Steenrod powers are strictly
natural and, consequently, "genuine primary cohomology operations".
We end this section with a proof of the correspondence between
our pseudo operations and the cohomology homomorphisms of Hubbuck
([22] and ['^ti])

which we shall define below:
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some n £ Z + .
3.2.10 TliCd-mii:
——— Let X e F p and let a £ H 2n (x) for
————————
(u) of [22] and [2U] .
Then, 0 q (u) = Qq
J
J

P "icy ft : Define a map, <!>'J "by requiring strict commutativity of the
following diagram:

,-k
$T

(3.2.H)

J
fv} ————————
».,
!i1 ev \J^1

iev (x)
Ji

J

J

v<

k
-

Iv(X)

•. \<(x)

V

From (3.2.11) we may conclude, after applying the Chern character,
that
(3.2.12)

for all k e Z+ .
ch 4> kJ(u) = ch J O^(u),
J

In [22] and [2k] Hubbuck has defined homomorphisms of evenly graded
and S q , in terms of this map, O"d
Q -cohomology, Qq
J
J

In [2k] (see

P

2.8 and 2.9) it is shown that, for a given x

£ H

(x) and a given

J and k, one has the existence of a unique finite set of elements,
X. , 1 < i < t, with X. £ H 2n+ 1I71 (X) such that x = I p" 1 X.
i= °
k
= k x. Hubbuck then defines the homomorphism
satisfies ©^(x)
J
S'! : lT n (X) ->• H 2n+2qm (X) by x n + X . The homomorphism
(^

U

J

Q^ : H 2n (X) -> H 2n+ '' qm (X) is defined by the requirement that S JT (t)= I
J
q>0
(see
be formal inverses. Moreover, it is shown
and Q T (t) = I t Qq
J
„
Z ( 1 /r,) q ST^/r,) 1" QJT • Now ' fixing
2.10 of [2U]) that ©^ = k n Z
_

J

_

P

J

-tr

a q and restricting our attention to dimension 2n+r'qrn and substituting
in the value for O'(u), the right-hand side of (3.2.12) becomes:
d

(3.2.1?)

ch +

°-

J{kn I S q- a (l/P ) q" a Qj(km/p) a (a)}.
a=0

Expanding this further gives:

(3.2. 1U)

VPq

On the other hand, the left side of (3.2.12) becomes [3]

(3.2.15)

+ J(u).
k' 1qm ch n+qm

Now, multiplying both (3.2.1U) and (3.2.15) by pq and equating
of both sides gives:

the coefficients of k

3.2.1o

Q

<J

u ) = ch

n+qm

J

But Qj(t-i) is, by definition, a (2n+2qm)-dimensional $ -cohomology
class. The theorem follows from (3.2.16) after recalling that
ch +

J of a Q -cohomology class in dimension (2n+2qm) must be

just that class itself, namely
This completes the proof.

D

§ 3. HtqfiC't Chdct Ci'/u'miol'i'cjjy cVe"ta(u'U&_.
In this section we shall define an algebraic system of pyramids
of higher order cohomology operations in the sense of Maunder [27]
M ,£ 0 Jbased ni on "sums" of pseudo primary operations of the form , i=0
As such, we will be building a system of pyramids fur spaces in
t
the category, F . It will be shown, moreover, that when we restric
a particular pyramid of Maunder's [28] to this category, it will
coincide, modulo indeterminacy, with those we construct below. Let
us begin by establishing some notation.

3.3.7

Ve.fi <')K.t(c'U6 : (i) Let {a. } be a vector in the <k -cohomology

of som-' spac^, X G F p', where u.i £ H

(X) for i between 0 and

come given non-negative integer, M, and where n is some fixed
natural number. For a given q > M >_ 0, we shall denote a sum of
pseudo primary cohomology operations of degree q and type M by
£ 0
the expression,, i=n
J

value, in H Ln+2qra (X).

and taking
, defined upon a vector, {a.},
x
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(ii) Let {u. ) be a vector in the cohomology of X as above. Suppose
M
_.
thal- - ; t)^' 1 (i = </ Ln II ?n+2qm (x) and that tj is divisible by
N-M-r°
p
ior some integer N > M. Then we shall say that [J,{u.}]
is a (q,N,M)-pair.

(in particular, any [J,{u.}] is always a (q,N,N-1 )-pair . )

Before we rigorously present the construction of a pyramid based
M
upon the sum, I 0
i=0 J , we offer a somewhat more heuristic discussion
of our method of procedure. The general idea is as follows. Assume
we are given

a vector, {x.} (0 <_ i <_ M), in the £ -cohomology of

some space, X € F . Suppose, moreover, that there exists a splitting
isomorphism, J, such that [J,{u.}] forms a (q,N,M)-pair for some
Q -lifting, {u^} of the given Z -vector ,{ x. }. That is to say, we assume
the existence of a splitting, J, and a dj -vector, {a.}, which
reduces to {x.}, modulo p, such that the image of the sum of type
M
I' and icpree q, Z e^ 1 u. = </, is divisible by p^" 1 in H 2n+2qm (X) .
i=o J
x
Consequently, dividing ij by p

N-M- 1

is a valid operation in the

context of Q -cohomology. Performing this division and then
reducing to 1 -cohomology gives the coset value of our cohomology
operation of order (N-M) acting on the vector {x.}. We denote this
by:
(3.3.2)

^'Vl = PitU

ef1 a.)/P^-M- 1 ]/Q(^' M )

where J and {u.} run over all possible (q,N,M)-pairs associated
to the vector, {X-}, in the sense described above.
We make several remarks concerning this description of an (N-M)
order operation. Firstly, one should notice that the value of
<J> N ' M {x.} is not without indeterminacy, since choices were made

q

i

in its definition. Variation in Q -representative of the given
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2 -vector and choice of a splitting isomorphism generate this
indeterminacy. Just as all, more classically defined (see chapter
II) higher order operations, $ '

q

will be evaluated in a coset

N M
space, the range modulo the indeterminacy, Q(<t> ' ). It will be
shown that the value of Q(<J> ' ) is the image of the operation,
N M+ 1
.It shall be demonstrated, furthermore, that every element
* '
in the indeterminacy can be explicitly realised in the sense of
(3.3.2). As a result, we shall be able to conclude that any element
of the kernel of O '

can be represented by an explicit (q,N+1,M)-

pair. In this way we shall inductively construct a pyramid of higher
order cohomology operations, {$r ' S },with q>: N>: r>s>: 0, such that:
(3.3.3)

* r ' S : Ker $ r ~ 1 ' S -* Cok $ r ' S+1 ,

q.

q.

q.

This will be a pyramid shaped collection of operations with a
bottom row consisting of primary operations, a second row of
secondary operations, a third row of tertiary operations, and so
on, up to a peak of a single N

order operation. Domain and range

of any operation in the pyramid will be found in the kernel and
cokernel, respectively, of operations in rows lower in the pyramid.
Before we proceed to make this precise, we establish some definitions
and notations.
3.3.4 Vn{\i\iLtio\ib : (i) We shall denote by V a countably infinite
is
. Each V
V
*
direct sum of free cyclic Q -modules,
(i tE'7
p
=...= V^n z> V 2n+1 = 0, vith
= V1
= V°
filtered bv V.
t,n — t,n
t,n
t,n
t,n
generator, C", in exact filtration, 2n.
(ii) Similarly, we shall write W for the countably infinite direct
,
W
sum of the associated free cyclic graded Q -modules, ®
n 't£Z+ t
P
for the image of £ under
V/2n = v2n /V2n+1 = V2n . We write £* e W
n
t,n
n
t^i
t,ri t,n
t,n
the action of this isomorphism. We set W 2k = 0 for all k / n.
T> 5 n
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(iii) We define a Chern character ch : V ->• W 8 Q by
ch n ? n = ^n ® 1 and chn +s ? n = ° f°r S > 0> We define ch universally
by extending linearly.
3.3.5 RumoAkA : (i) V might be thought of as a direct sum of copies
of K"(s'?n ) 8 Q .
P
(ii) Similarly, one might think of W as a direct sum of copies of
HZ 2n (S 2n ) 9 <Q .
P

(iii) The purely algebraic formulation of (3.3.1*) is, of course,
perfectly serviceable for our purposes. Nevertheless, the reader
may find the geometric interpretation, given above, easier to
vork with and more elucidating, in view of the fact that the
algebra was motivated by the geometry.

3.3.6 Vc.him.tion!> : (i) We extend our notion of splitting isomorphism
in the obvious way J : H ev (X) © W -> K°(X) ® V. We restrict our
attention, however, for all of what follows, to the case where
J(£ ) = C for "almost all" n and t. That is to say, we only
n
n
consider splitting isomorphisms in which J(£ ) = C > with only
finitely many exceptions.
(ii) Let £

be one of the finite number of exceptions in the above

sense. We shall then say that J crosses £ • The name was chosen to
reflect the heuristic notion that £

n

was allowed to "cross over

the direct sum" under the action of J.

Before we proceed with the construction of our pyramid, we record
the following lemma for later use:

3.3.7 Lemma :

Let J be a splitting isomorphism for X € F . Suppose

further that {g.}, i >_ 0 is a collection of linear maps,

-kkQ.

tity map. Then the
: H'' n (X) -» H 2n+2lm (X) with Q Q = the iden

g, L, for X
{g.} determine (uniquely) another splittin
on 2n+2im, for all non
such that J(u) = Lg.(u) in exact filtrati
zero u e H

(X) 5 for all i > 0 and for all n > 0.

obtain an automorphism of
P/iO 0 (^ : Given such a collection of maps we
(see (3.2.9))- We define
filtered groups, £ Q. : H eV (X) -> H6V (X)
: H 6V (X) -> K(X).
our new splitting, L, by L = J( Z g~
tive integers, n, N and
Let us now suppose that we are given posi
we are given a space,
q with q >_ N > 0. Suppose, moreover, that
exists for all r and
X £ F , for which at least one (q,r,s)-pair
fixed notation we proceed
s in the range N >_ r > s >_ 0. With this
mid of cohomology
with the inductive construction of the pyra
-cohomology of X.
operations, {$ ' }, which acts on the *
to construct the "base"
3.3.£ Cc'U5tlac.tU'ii: (i) The first step is
ary operations of the
of our pyramid. This will consist of prim
TL -cohomology
, for 1 <_ r <_ N, defined on vectors in the
form, $ '
have:
of X. By virtue of (3.3.2) and (3.2.M we
x
*

i=0

-, HZ2n+2(im (X).

:
i=0

P

P

no indeterminacy.
This is defined for any 1 -vector and has
icitly calculate the
3.3.S - Li. Ike, Second OndoJi: Next, we expl
rised of secondary operations
second to bottom row of our pyramid, comp
r r—2 , for 2 <_ r £ N. Let us pick an r in this range'
of the form, <J> '
degree q, type r-2 and
and consider the resulting operation of
order 2.
ersally defined (as is
This secondary operation will not be univ
ter II) but will have as
true of all higher operations - see chap

-U5r-2
® HZ 2n+2im (X). This subset will consist
P
i=0
of vectors, {*.}, that lift to Q -vectors, {tu} which form
domain some subset of

(q,r,r-2)-pairs with some splitting isomorphisms. That is, {x^}
is in this subset if there exists a splitting J, such that
[J,{u.}] is a (q,r,r-2)-pair and where (p^} = UJ. This is
evidently

equivalent to the condition that {x^} lie in the kernel

of the primary operation, <P

r-1,r-2

Let us then choose a Z -vector, {x.} £ Ker $

r — 1 ' r—2 .By definition

we know that there exists at least one corresponding (q,r,r-2)-pair,
r-2
[J,{u }]. Thus, we have p'[( Z 0^~ X u. )/p°] =06 H^ n+2qm (X). It
P
* i= 0 J
follows that the sum within the square brackets is divisible by p
within the context of 1J -cohomology. We define the secondary
operation by the result of this division

and, modulo the indeter-

r r—2
), we get:
minacy, Q(<J> '
$ r ' r - 2 { X.} =
i
1

[( r - 2 0q-i u
* i=Q J

The indeterminacy is computed as follows. We note, firstly, that
r r—2
) has two sources, the choice of Q -lifting and the choice
Q($ '
of splitting isomorphism. That is to say, our secondary operation
is well defined only up to choice of (q,r,r-2)-pair. Let us suppose,
then, that we have two (q,r,r-2)-pairs, both representing the same
Z -vector, {x.}. We denote these two pairs by [J,{u.}] and [L,{u.}].
Let us consider, firstly, the effect of choosing two different (ft liftings. By assumption we know that p'u. = p' v. = X. for all
i £ [0,r-2].

Thus, for all i in this range, we have:
u i -v. = pw.

(3.3.9)
for some u). £ H

(x). Applying our homomorphism to this relation,

we get:
(3.3.10)

r-2
.
r-2
_.
r-2
£ 0^~V.
p
+
e'TV
£
I 9^ V =

i=o J

x

i=o J

x

1=0 J

1

, to
Let us keep this in mind and turn our attention, for the moment
phism.
the other source of indeterminacy, the choice of splitting isomor
rightLet L be another splitting isomorphism. Applying (3.2.9) to the
hand side of (3.3.10) to change from J to L (here

X = Y and \

the identity map) and considering the result modulo p

2

= ($_ =

gives:

_i
r-2
_.
r-2
_._
r-2
_.
r-2
^.
Qj
E
Q^W^
£
p
Z 0^~V + p £ O^" 1 " (5 v. +
(3.3.11)
i=0
i=0
i=0
X
i=0
2
This yields, modulo p :
(3.3.12)

r-2
_.
r-2
_.
_.
r-2
Z [Oj u.-0 q v.] = p[ £ 0 q W. + £ 0 q
i=0
1
i=0
X
1
i=0

/5-,v.].

Recalling that [J,{u.}] and [L,{u.}] were both assumed to be
(q,r,r-2)-pairs, we see that the right-hand side of (3-3.12),
when divided by and reduced modulo p, expresses the difference
in $ '
(3.3.13)

"{x.} when defined using different pairs. That is to say
Q($ r ' r
^

_.
r-2
.
r-2
Qf
E
+
(-)
) = Im p'[ Z 0^"
i=0 L
* i=0 L

(-)] = Im * '
q

where
where L ranges over all possible splittings and, consequently,
k^^ ranges

ov^r all values in H

(x).

Consi.'i'i'.U'nt.ly we may conclude that:
(3.3.1H)

3.3.5'

$!' r ~ 2 : Ker *^" ' r ~^ceH2- n+ - im (x)-> Cok *^ >r " 1 = H2

t i i. lntc.WC.zzo: The fact that a primary operation is fully

determinate is reflected in the relative simplicity of the
definitions of first and second order operations. For orders three
and higher, the situation complicates

somewhat. In order to deal

properly with this increased complexity we must have a rather
tighter grasp on the indeterminacy. The following series of lemmas
we fix
and propositions is dedicated to this aim. By way of preparation
on and
some notation: as always X € F ; W ' = W @ % ; we shall change our notati
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write t,. in pl'H-^ of C ' •

; X. and /_/. will always be elements in

where W denotes § W""; u.,u.,W.i and 2.i will lie in
(X)®W'~ '
HZ
i' i'
+ t
P
tfe ^
,
~
TI 2n+2irru , ^ 2n+2im
; X- denotes the coset of x.i in
IA; ® u
n
i
^
•-,-,-,
,
~2n+2im ,~2n+2im
,2n+2im, ,
; n- and y- will always be elements
/W
I A; ® w
rt^
of

W2n+2im ; J, K, L and T will denote splittings.

*
*
The next several results will take place in the context of H (X) $ W .
3.3.75 Lemma: Suppose we are given a non-zero class, mod p, u £ H

(X)

together with a splitting, J. Suppose, moreover, that we are given
a collection of s vectors each of length r, {u.}, together with s
splittings, ^ . Say

v 3. £ H 2n+2im (X) for 1 <_ i £ r and 1 <_ j <_ s.

Then, there exists a splitting, L, such that

Pi oo^ : By (3.3.T) we see that it is sufficient to determine the
maps, $., which will, in turn, yield a splitting, L, such that
s
< r
Z K3 v? , for 1 < i ~
L = I J •$.. We define K-(u.) to be J

x °

x

-

and j^.(u ) = 0, for i >^ r+1 . Linearity then defines fa . on all
multiples of u . We now set $. = 0 on all elements which are linearly
independent of u , for all i >. 1 . This defines an L with the desired
properties.

Q

3.3.76 Lemma: Suppose we are given a 2n-dimensional class, U Q ,
together with two splittings, L and J . Then there exists a class,
v , together with a splitting, K, such that Ju Q = Ku Q and such that

: This follows from (3.2.9) and (3.3-7). Writing J

L as

and K" ] J as Zc^ we set v^tf ^u.Q+ ^- Now define g i (u 1 ) = -K~ J ^ i+1 %»
for all i >. 1 . Linearity now defines Q. on multiples of V . Set
Q^ = 0, for i >_ 1 , elsewhere. This defines a K for us and gives the
result .

a
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3. 3.? 7 Ptc'po-vitum: Let {n. 1, -1 1 i 1 r, be given together with
a splitting L. Then, there exists a vector {uJ, 0 <_ i <_ r+1 , and
a splitting, K, such that:
r+1
.
r

(3.3.18)

E O?- 1 n. = p I 0JJ 1 a..
X
i=0 K
X
i=-1 L

L : Choose a J such that it does not cross n- , for all appropriate
»

for each
= p0^~ 1 U. + 0^~ l+1 n .
i. Then by (3.3.16) we have 0^~ l+1 n .
i-1
J
l
K
1- I
J-/
a
i € [0,r+1]. This gives the result.

Now we establish the converse to (3.3.17):
3.3. ?9 Tfiopobition: Let {u.}, 0 < i < r+1, be given together with
a splitting,K. Then, there exists a (n•) , -1 < i < r and an L
such that (3.3.18) holds.
< r, such that none of
< i —
Ptioofa: Choose a J and a vector {n.),~1
—
i
————
the n- are crossed by J nor are any n- = 0 (mod p). Now we may apply
D

(3.3.15) to get the result.

0 £ i £ r, be given such
and {(/.},
3.3.20 Pic petition: Let {x.}
1
]_

———————————————— —————————————

that x.-(/. e W2n+2im for each appropriate i. Let {u^} and {vM be
(ft -representatives of {x.} and {y.}, respectively.
x
!
P
Suppose, moreover, that we are given two splittings, J and K,
< r, and a splitting,L,
< i —
-1 —
Then,> there exists a vector {y.>,
-L
such that:
(3.3.21)

.
r
r
lu
E e^'V = Z [ 0j~ i - °K
i=0
i=-1
*

Vi ] -i

*

1 "-1 = P 0?Li
- O^"
r.lcofti Pv• (3.3.16) we have ©^""""u.
IV
1
J
—————LL

.

1

for each
--.,
I"1" I

i£ [0,r]. Moreover, by hypothesis, we know that Lt^-u^ = n^+P''-^ for
some appropriate n-, W- where i £ [0,r]. Consequenlty , we have for each

'

eJ-\* P

-1+9L-t L = $L. , f,,r all i £ [0,r] .
The resulting L is a splitting because the pieces can be
made to be linearly independent, if they are not already
so, by adding appropriate elements from W . Let us choose a vector,
{£.}, -1 £ i f. r such that K does not cross it. Then, suppressing the
t's and taking sums we get from our above expression:

i=o "

" "

"

"•

"'

1V "

i=o

Writing y 1 = ?_, and y- = n • +? • for 0 £ i <_ r gives the result as a
consequence of (3.3.15).
D

Conversely, we have:
3.3.22 F 1C' position: Let {x.},0<_i<_r, be given together with a
ft -representative, (u. } , and a splitting, J. Suppose, moreover, that
-1 < i —* r, and a splitting L. Then, there
we are given a vector {y-ls
—
i
0 < i < r, with a representative, {u.}
i and a splitting,
exists a {(/.},
"i
K, such that x.-</. e W2n+2im and such that (3.3.21) holds.
Plc'Cj^ : Choosing a vector, {£.},0<_i<_r such that J does not cross
it and applying (3.3.1?) we may write:

Z 0^~ 1 (C - -u- ) for some splitting, K.
By (3.3.15), this equals 1=0
K
Setting v. =-(£,. -u.) gives the result.
3.3.23 Rcma..lk: What (3.3.20) and (3-3-22) tells us is that given a
coset, {x.}, 0 <_ i <_ r, then there exists a vector, (y-K -1 .1 i .1 r
together with a splitting, L, such that
(3.3.214')

G^'V,
I [G^u. - 0J~V] = I
X
i=-1 L
X
K
"
J
i=0

where {a.} and {u.} are any two UJ -liftings of Z -vectors, {x.} and
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representing {x.} and where J and K are any two splittings.

{t/.},

Moreover, given any such {y-l and L there exist J and K together
with UiJ and {v..}, two Q -liftings of representatives of {x". } ,
such that (3.3.2l4 ? ) holds.
The two earlier propositions, (3-3.17) and (3.3.19) tell us that
given an L and a vector, {-y.}, -1 £ i £ r, there is a K and a vector,
1

{z.},0<_i<_r+1, such that

(3.3.2U")

.

r+1

.

r

i 0Tq -V = P i e^z,,

and conversely. Consequently, beginning with a coset, {x".} , 0 <_ i <_ r, in

e [HZ 2n+2im (x) 9 w2n+2im ] / e w2n+2im = I HZ2n+2im (x),
i=0

i=0

i=0

P

P

we may conclude that
r+1
.
.
[0^V - Q*-\ ] = p Z Q^z.,

r
I

(3.3.2U)

J

i=o

K

x

x

i=o T

1

where {u.} and {v.} are $ -liftings of Z -vectors representing {x.}
J.

-L

jJ

-L

JJ

and where any two of the pairs: [J,{u.}], [K,{v.}], [T,{z.}]
determine the third. Now we are in a position to keep track of the
indeterminacy in a rigorous fashion and, consequently, may proceed with
7"

^

our construction of the higher order operations in the pyramid, {$ ' } .

3.3.B

<i'. T/ic HiqlKLI Qfide.1!> : Now we shall proceed with our indue•

tive definition of a pyramid of higher order operations. We shall
define a linear homomorphism, $ ' , on the kernel of 4>

, a sub-

group of * H^n+2im (x) = I [L2n+2im (x) e w2n+2im ]/ e w2n+2im .
i=o
i=o p
i=o p
This last identification will be tacitly assumed in what follows
and we shall not explicitly distinguish between a vector,
{x.} £

* HZ 2n+2im (x) and its associated coset, UJ. When conp
i=0
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sidering ranf.v.s, we shall identify HZ*(X) with the obvious sub
group of H2*(X) ® W*. With these identifications in mind we shall
define an operation of degree, q, and order, (r-s)
(3-3.25)

'S

P
Orders one and two have already been defined and clearly possess,
together with (3-3.25), the following properties:
(3.3.26)

Ker $ r ' S c Ker $ r ~ 1 ' S ,
q
q

(3.3.27)

Im <J> '

13 Im $ '

(the precise interpretation of

this statement will be given below) and
(3.3.28) Let {x.} be a coset upon which $ '

is defined. Then there

exists a Z -vector, {x.} representing {x.}, which in turn has a Q representative {a.}, together with a splitting, J, such that [J,{u.}]
forms a (q,r ,s )-pair . Modulo its indeterminacy, the value of this
.
.
.
\th
/
order operation is given by:
(r-sj

4> r ' s {x.} = p^t z

3.3.29

Qj~^ ^ / Pr ~s ~ 1 ].

Ranigftk : For the primary case, the above conditions are

either vacuous or trivial. For order two, (3-3.25) and (3.3.26)
•

follow directly from the construction. We turn our attention to the
remaining two conditions. Property (3.3.28) follows from proposition
(3.3.22). Heuristically speaking, (3.3.22) tells us that our
indeterminacy is fully realisable, that given an element of a coset,
we may "realise" that element by an explicit pair, [J,{u.}].
Property (3.3.27) is to be interpreted in the following strong sense.
Given a cohomology class, Z, in the image of $ '

coming from a

particular (q,r ,s+1 )-pair , [J,{u.}] 5 there exists a (q,r ,s )-pair ,
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[L,{v.}] such that $ r ' S defined using L and {u.} gives precisely
i
q
i
the same cohomology class, z. We see this as follows:
r-1
Let z = p'[ Z 0^~V]. That is z £ HZ2n+2qm (X) is in the image
of the primary operation, $ ' ~ . Now we may write:
c
i
r-3
r-1 _.
p E 0^ V = E 0J" 1 (pUi )+0(.

(3-3-30)
where £

r-2

was chosen so that J does not cross it. Applying (3-3.15)

to the last two terms of (3-3-30) and defining a vector {u^},
t
< r-3 and u r-<±0 = pu T-dQ + C i 9<; S ives;
< i —
• = pu.. for 0 —
< r-2 by i1 11
< i —
0 —

where L = J in the first r-3 dimensions and is determinedby (3-3.15)
in the top dimension. This, of course, implies (3.3.27) for
secondary operations.

Lastly, we check that our second order operations are, in fact,
linear (the primary case is, aS& i n , trivial). Suppose we are given
•v>

two vectors (x-1 and {(/•}, both in the kernel of $ '

-V* _ 1

. Let {u.}

and {v.} be Q- representatives and let J and K be splittings. We
may assume that u. and u. are linearly independent for each
i £ [0,r-l], for if not we may replace U- by U..+E,. , where J does
not cross £.. So, we may define a new splitting, L, that agrees
with J on the subspace spanned by u. and that agrees with K on the
subspace spanned by v.. Now we may simply write:
r-1
.
r-1
.
r-1
I 0^~V + £ 02~V = I G^dt.+v.).
i i
. . L
i
. . K
i
- _ J
1=0
i=0
i=0
Now that we have seen that our primary and secondary operations
are, indeed, linear homomorphisms which satisfy conditions (3-3-25 28) we may proceed with the inductive step.
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Let us assume that all the operations of order (b-1) and lower in
our pyramid have been defined and satisfy the above conditions.
•HH

We shall define a typical entry in the b

j*

row, $ '

j»_IQ

, as follows:

Let {X.} be an element of Ker $ r ~ ' r ~b . By property (3-3.28), which
by inductive hypothesis, we know that there
r-b
] is in
exists a vector, {u.}, and a J such that p'[ E 0 ti./p
* i=0

is assumed to hold

the zero coset.

By (3.3.27) and (3-3-19) we have, mod p:
_,
r-b+1
_.
r-b
i=0

1=0

X

K

r-b+1
1

i=o

Now by (3.3.22) we have, mod p:
^~\
( r i b 0?-V - ?
.
dl.Jj
1=0
i=-1
1=0
b 1
_i
r-b
. Moreover, {v.} is also a representative
Thus, E 0j; u. = 0 mod p
th
X
~i= °
order operation
b
our
tly,
consequen
for {x.} by (3.3.22). We define,
(3.3.32)

as follows :

That Q($ r ' r ~b ) = Im $ r ' r ~b+1 follows from (3.3.2U) and so condition

q

q

(3.3.2S) is satisfied. Conditions (3.3-26) and (3-3.28) clearly hold
and (3.3.27) is seen to be satisfied by a proof completely parallel
with that given in (3-3.29). The fact that this is a well-defined
linear homomorphism follows as above. This completes the inductive
r "-^
construction of our pyramid of operations, {$ ' }.
Pictorically , we may represent this pyramid, where N = 5 , as :

-5H-

<£>'
*5,0
L

(3.3.33)

•&> ~'^$ '

<I>

H. 0 \ ^s- oj°
\ ^i? <

% *

q

a2 ' 1
q

* 1 '°
i

3. 3. 34 Rcjno.-1.ki : (i) Diagram (3-3.33) represents a pyramid of
higher order operations, generated by the pseudo primary operation,
> N = 5 and allowed r and s to run over
0::.
J Here we have taken q —
all values in the range 5 >. r > s ^ 0. By (3.3.8) we see that
every operation is defined on the kernel of the operation one
step down and to the right of it and has indeterminacy determined
by the image of the operation, one step down and to the left.
For example, let us consider <Z> ' . It is clear that this

inclusion)

-he H'.Z I1 + I im (X)/Im <*>' '

P
i-

u 1

q u-i 1

2

(nested
' = Ker $ '
fl Ker <I>
i=0
and takes values in the coset space defined by

operation is defined on

Q

H

2
= E1^ U+ ^(x)/ U

P

±-

• /-,

Im <f> ' 1 + ' .

1=Q

q

H

Notice that, by virtue of (3.3.2?), the indeterminacy of ON ' M may
be expressed in terms of the image of a single speration, namely
0N.M+1

q

(ii )

The operations in pyramid (3-3.33) are natural

and stable

under double suspension,as we shall see below:
3. 3.35 Lemma: Let (J : Y -> X be a morphism of spaces in F .
r s
Let {u..} be a 71 -cohomology vector on which <X> ' is defined.
Then: ^V' s {u i > =<*?'*(£ {UL^}) in H2 2n+2qm (Y)/( indeterminacy).
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P-'ioo^: We shall proceed by induction on the order of the operation,
(r-s). When (r-s) = 1, the lemma is obvious. Let us assume that
the result is true for all such operations of order up to and
including t. Pick an r and an s such that r-s = t+1 . By (3.3.8)
ve have:
(i)

rfV' 8 : Ker rfV' 1 ' 8 - Cok f$V' S+1

(ii)

<X>r 'Y :

But <1>

r
r— 1s
' and <I> '

and

are both of order t and, consequently, (i)

and (ii) have the same domain and range, by inductive hypoth<-:-, ir, .

Thus, we know tha* f.
11

<5r ' S and <F>r ' S /(
"q
q

are defined under the same

circumstances and have a common value of indeterminacy. That these
"wo oper aliens are, in fact, equal follows from applying (3.2.9)
and noticing + ha+ the difference of the operations, {\

T*

0 '

^

T*

S

- tf> ' (i

is contained in the common value of the indeterminacy of these two
-! 4:, i ons . This completes the proof.

3.3.36 Lemma : Let a

n

be the double suspension isomorphism:

a*: H22n (x) ^ H2(SA X).
P
P
Then, with {u.} as in (3.3-35), ve have:
a'.} = <D{a.} in HZ(S/l X),
modulo the indeterminacy. (We require that <I>r ' s be defined in

Pft-00 & '• That domains and ranges coincide follows by an argument
similar to that in (3-3. 35). The last step is obvious.
That ve used the double suspension in place of the
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single suspension, reflects the fact th.-at we have defined our
operation on o>l.) pradrd cohomolof;y by ident. i fyin/ r H'"
^T -1-9

1

wi+h IT 1 ^(S ] A X).

'(-'<)

a

Lp 4; us consider ^ he chain complex, C(N,q), in the sense
of [27] and [28], defined as follows:
Pick a q and an N such that q > N. Each left A -module, C
—
p
n
( 0 < n £ N) is generated by elements {c;c n i c , 1 • • • 5 c
where the dimension of c

}

is 2qm+n-1 and the dimension of c

is n+2(n-i)m for 0 £ i £ n. Define the differentials of C(N,q)
by:

(ii) d (c .) = 6(c . . J + T(C . .)n n,i
n-i,i-1
n-1,i
Here, 3 denotes the Bockstein homomorphism and T is P 3-6?

(see

[30]). Let {Or ' S }, N >^ r > s >_ 0, denote the pyramid of operations
associated with C(N,q), the mod p version of the pyramid condiered
in (2.U.1U), above and [28], where it is restricted to the category F
3.3.37 T/ieo-t&m: Under these hypotheses, Or ' S = 4>r ' S , for all r and s
in the range N :> r > s >^ 0, modulo indeterminacy.
P-'LO0 ,1: That the chain complex, C(N,q) is admissible follows
directly from the following four Adem relations and the definitions
of the differentials:
(1) X Pq6 - 6 X P q + xPq~ 1 i = 0,
(2) TT - 0,
(3) S3 = 0,

(h) 3t + x3 = 0.
We point out that C(N,q) becomes the complex of [28] when p = 2.
(See (2.U. 1U), above.) Let us remain in this case, momentarily.
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We proceed vith the proof by induction. In the category, F , it
is clear that <D 1 »°(e ) = xSQ 2q (e ) = <D 1 »°( e ) by (3.2.1*). Thus the
two primary operations agree. Let us assume, now, that all
operations of order less than or equal to s, coincide for some s >_2.
By

axioms 1 & 2 of [27] and by (3.3.8), above, we have agreement

of domain of definition and image space of $

'

and fl>

' .

That these two operations actually agree, follows from (2.U.1l»)
and (3-3.?)• That is to say the image of both is precisely the
Chern character, divided by 2 .
If $

'

= <X>

' , we may also conclude that any 2 such (s + 1 )-

order operations coincide by virtue of axiom 0 of [27] and the
"*" S~f~ 1 *4"S,

definition of <&

3,

' . This follows simply by re-labelling the

modules in C(N,q). This completes the proof for p = 2.
The mod p case, for p odd, is shown in precisely the same way.
Here, in place of (2.U.1^), we use the mod p version of this
theorem. This states that the image of the n

order operation,

$n ' L is just the relevant Chern character divided by p

(see

§1 of [28]). This is proved in a fashion parallel to that of
(2.k.lh) (see [28]) but with the mod-p split BU spectrum (see
(3.2.1), above).
This completes the proof.

n
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P>iooj\ • This follows directly from (3.2.10), above, the definition,
were defined to be formal
and Q^
(3.^. 0. and the fact that S^
J
J
inverses. See [22] and [2U].

n

3.4.5 Co-totiaAil: Let <$ , J, L, X, and Y be as in (3-2.9 ). Then
we have the following formula for the deviation from naturality
of our dual pseudo primary operation, Q^ :

1=0
Let us consider X and Y £ F P which are 2N dual to one another in the
a
sense of [35] • Let J be a splitting isomorphism for H (X) and define J,
splitting isomorphism for H6V (Y), by the expression (Ja,c) K =
(a,'^~ c.) where ( , ) is a pairing coming from the duality in
cohomology and where ( , )

is the corresponding pairing in

K-theory (see [37] and [25])- Here we have chosen elements a€H
and cGK(Y). Let us fix, in addition, the element b € H

(Y). Let x

be defined by the duality pairing: (x 0 Jq b,a) = (b, 0^J a), with
<*,b,C

in suitable dimensions.

3.4.6 T/ieo-t£ni: With these hypotheses, we have

e* = xe* and eq- = Xe^.
J

J

J

J

PtiOO^ : We shall consider the primary cohomology operation,
> 0.
T ) and show that it must be the zero operation for q —
(0f-xQ
J
u
As we shall see, this is actually a "proper" cohomology operation
and not pseudo in the sense of (3.23 ) or (3.H.1), as it is
natural with respect to morphisms in F .
Let L and L (related to one another as J and J were) be another
"pair" of splittings and let X' and Y 1 be another 2N dual pair
of spaces in F . Consider the diagram:

(X)
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H 6V (Y)
a,
J

K(Y)

Here, we have simply taken two copies of (3.2. 5) and pieced them
together.
Let a', b' and c' be elements of H eV (X'), H'eV (Y 1 ) and K(Y')
respectively (again in suitable dimensions). Then, by construction
we have:
(fV.fa) = (a',6)

(3.1*.8)

where

We shall proceed with the proof by induction on the degree of
our "operation", (0^-xQ^). When q = 0, this is just the identity
minus itself, the zero operation. As inductive hypothesis, let
= 0 for aH s £ q-1.
us suppose that (0^-x©^)
(J
J
Let us consider the effects of a change of splitting isomorphism
for this "operation". That is, we look at:

We evaluate the right-most term of (3.^-9) as follows.
By construction and (3.^.8) we know that

= ( x 0V
U*x eV,fa)
J_j
Li
(a 1 ,1

L

'

((x c
Consequently, the right-most term of (3.H.9) equals

(3.U.10)

-(x e

e

'2

Now, using the inductive hypothesis, we combine (3.^.10) and (3.14.9)
to get :
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- x

(3.14.11

It follows, then, from (3-^.11) and its construction that
(0

- XO T) is, in fact, a stable, natural (and thus "proper")

primary cohomology operation on the © -cohomology of spaces in
F . We claim that these characteristics are sufficient to show
P
that such an operation must be the zero operation. We see this
as follows.
Firstly, let us consider the action of any stable, natural
primary cohomology operation, a, on H (CP ). Let fa be a map from
CO

CP to itself of any degree k > 1. Consider the following diagram,
where all coefficients are in 0 :
,
oo,
[ * (CP
)

(3.U.12)

o

Q
————————————*

*,

*

'
r*(tnf°\ ...

00

H ((CP
*

a
a

^

x

'*,

00

It is evident that the commutativity of diagram (3.^.12) under
the above hypotheses implies that a must be the zero operation
*

00.

on H (CP ).
From this fact one may deduce that the action of a on the Qp
cohomology of the n-fold cartesian product of CP , (CP ) , is
also zero. Next we deduce that a is zero on H (BU(n)) by
using the naturality of a with respect to the inclusion map
of ('IT00 )" in Pl'(n). Passing to limits, finally, gives us that
our operation acts trivially on H (BU). To pass from here to
all spaces in the category F , we consider the following:
(3.U.13)

*
P n*
*
H (X) <——————i———————— H (BU)
/\
ch

ch

K(BU)
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Consider any X £ F^ and let tj be an element in H 2n (x). Sinc^
X is p-torsion free and our coefficients are p-local, we may
conclude that there is some element, X, in K(x) such that
p

ch n (x) = p tj

isomorphism,

(that is to say there is a splitting

J, such that J(t/) = x. )

Let us assume that x £ K(X) is represented by some map,
Q : X -» BU. It is, then, clear from this construction that if
•L

denotes the identity element in

K(BU), then g'(i)

= X. Let pn chjt) be some element a £ H 2n (BU).

Then clearly, g (u)-p n y by commutativity of (3.^.13). Thus,
for any X £ F

and any z £ H2n (x) (any n £ %+ } we have a v £ H 2n (BU)

such that Q (v)=p Z and, consequently:

(3•^•1M

a(p ] ") - p a(z) = a(g'(v)) = g a(u) = 0.

It follows tliat any natural, stable, primary operation on
*
H (F ) and, in particular (0^ - yQ^), must be identically
°
J
p
zero. The result follows.

D

As with 0^, the dual pseudo primary operation also generates a
J
*
system of higher order "genuine" cohomology operations over HZ .
This system, however, behaves rather differently from the pyramids
of (3.3.8). At the heart of this difference lie

the two formulae

(3.14.5) and (3.2.0 ). This seemingly minor contrast gives rise
to some fundamental differences in behaviour. Let us begin by
establishing some notation:
3.4.15 Pe.fjxJli£ion6:
———— (i) Let

M _ _.
* 0^
J 1 be a direct sum of dual pseudo
i=o

primary operations defined by (3.U.1). We shall say that such
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a

sum

is of degree q and of type M <^ q. In contrast to

M
£ 0T
i=0 J

,

our dual "multi-operation" is defined on a single element in
H

(X) for X £ F

and for some n £ ZT . Let a be such an element.
P
Then this dual multi-operation of degree q and type M has, as
M
.
value, a vector of elements in ® H2n+2(q-i )ni( x ) _
i=0
(ii) Let q > N > M ,> 0. Let a be any Q -cohomology element in
M
^
M
H2n (x) such that: © O^U) = 0 mod PN ~ 1 ~M, © G^'V) = 0 mod
M
i= °
M
9 O*- 2 - 1 ^) , 0 mod pN ' 2-%
i=0 J
i=0
$: '0 (l~N "^I+1 ~ :L( a )
i=o
J

i= °
G^Cu) H 0 mod p^ 3^,...,
J

= o mod p (recall that 0^ for s < 0 is defined

J

to be zero, identically). Under such conditions, we say that [J,u]
is a (q,N,M)-dual pair.

As above, we shall precede our rigorous presentation with a few
heuristic remarks regarding the construction of these higher
order operations. We begin with the assumption that we are given
a 2 - cohomology element, X £ HZ'

(X), X £ F . Suppose, moreover,

that we are given a splitting for X, J, that forms a (q,N,M)-dual
pair with some Q-lifting, u , of X. Then, it follows that
M
.
P
© (^""""(u) = {(/. } = 0 mod p ~
and we are thus free to divitl<>
•__ J
"i
{(/.} by p

~

reducing to 2

in the context of Q -cohomol<3gy. Doing so and then
determines the coset value of our dual (N-M)

order operation acting on X. We shall denote this by:
-N,M/ N
, T ll -q-i/ M N-M-1,,^
$ ' (x) = p'[ © 0^ (u)/p
]/Q,
q
* i=0 J
where [J,a] runs over all suitable dual pairs. As before, the
choice of pair generates some indeterminacy in the value of the
operation. In contrast to the higher order operations of (3-3.8),
however, this indeterminacy turns out to be reasonably straight-
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forward in both its computation and manipulation. In particular,
'M.
we shall see that Q($ ' ) is equal to the cokernel of $"N-1
q
q
Moreover, it shall become clear that a condition analogous to
(3.3.28) will follow directly from the form of the indeterminacy.
As such, the involved procedure required to define the "special
form" for Q will not be needed in the definition of the dual
operations .
Now, for a fixed q ^_ 2 and a choice of N _< q, we construct a
__f>

(-,

r>s>0
pyramid of cohomology operations, {<P q ' } for q>N>
—
—
—

in the following inductive manner. We assume, as before, that
X e F :
P
3.4. 16 CcnAtMLC-tion.: (i) Our pyramid will, again, be constructed
—r r— 1 for 1 <_ r £ N.
upon a base of sums of primary operations: $ '
By virtue of (3.U.15) and (3-^-3) we have:
^' r~ 1 = ^ 1 ^ • H/
i=0

(3.U.17)

3.-J.76

i=0

ci. The. Second Qnd&i: Before we consider the general

case, we explicitly construct the set of secondary operations
that comprise the second to bottom row of our pyramid. These will
—r r— 2
< N.
< r for 2 be a set of operations of the form $ q '
Let us pick an r in this range and consider the resulting
operation. Unlike the primary case, the secondary operation will
not be universally defined. Instead, we must consider ax € HZf P n (x)
—r r— 1
(x) is zero. By (3.^.15-ii) we see that this sub
such that $ '
group of R%

P

(X) determined by Ker <I> ' r~
q

corresponds, in the

obvious way, to the set of (q,r,r-2)-dual pairs, modulo the image of pV

Let us suppose, then, that [J,u] is a (q,r,r-2)-dual pair. By
r-1 _ _.
definition, we may conclude that p^t ®
0
(a)] is the zero
vector in

® HZ n+ <1~ 1 ' m (x). Consequently, we may divide
i=0
P
r-; 1
by p to pet P ;[ « IS^U/p] = Or ' r ~ 2 (x).
i=0 J
q
This operation is defined on the
kernel of a primary operation and takes values in a direct sum
X*"* • -

of coset spaces

® HZ n+2 ^~ 1 ' m (x)/Q . The indeterminacy, Q ,
i=0 P
will be calculated as follows.
As before, we are given two choices to make, once we have an
—^ }~ _"]
element, X, in the kernel of O '
, the choice of Q -lifting
of X and the splitting isomorphism to be used.
It will turn out that only the first of these two choices offers
any contribution to the indeterminacy. We see this as follows.
Let [J,ti] and [L,u] be two possible (q,r,r-2)-dual pairs.
Thus, u. and \) are such that p^u = p^u = X. As in (3.3.9) we have:
(3.U.18)

LL-V = pa)
^n

for some (0 £ H^ (X). Applying our homomorphism to (3.^.18) we
get:
(3.h. 19)

* G^^u = ©3^~ 1 U + p ee^V) f-or 0 < i < r- 1
J
J
J

Keeping this in mind, we fix our Hi -representative, for the
moment, and consider the effect of a change in splitting. Let
J and L be two possible choices. Using the formula derived in
(3.U.5) in the special case where X = Y and where (J is the
identity morphism, evaluating mod p 2 we get:
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(3.U. 20)

Q&T 1* = 9^-- iu. + p ®r0Tq~~ lu for 0 < i < r-2.
<J
II
I 1)
—
—

Combining (3.^.20) and (3.^.19) and evaluating mod p

r^

gives:

(3.U.21)
Now, recalling the hypothesis that [<J,u] and [L,v] were tvo
(q,r,r-2)-dual pairs, we see, that dividing (3.U.21) by p and
—T r-2
reducing mod p, the two possible formulations of $ '
differ
q.
—r— 1 r-2
by an element in the image of the primary operation, <I>
'
1
Thus we have:
(3.U.22)

$r > r- 2 : Ker ^r ' r ~ 1 -* Cok $r" 1 ' r~ 2 = 9H2*(x)/Q.

q.

i

q.

P

Notice that the last term in (3-^.21) played no role in the
evaluation of the indeterminacy. This was a result of the rather
more stringent hypotheses

(compare (3.^.15-ii) with ( 3. 3- 1-ii )) that we

required in order to define a higher order dual operation. The effect
of these stronger hypotheses is that the variation in splitting
isomorphism offers no contribution to the value of

Q .

The reason why these more restrictive hypotheses were needed
follows from comparing the formulae, (3.^.5) and (3.2.9 )• In
(3.2.9 ) the application of an "arbitrary" linear homomorphism,
({., preceeded the pseudo primary operation. As a result, we were
free to regard the image of the composition, 0

i_j

fj . , as simply
i

the image of G 01" 1 . In (3.^-5) this can no longer be done.
ij

Failure to remove the images of the jj . ' s from consideration
would have resulted in a totally indeterminate higher order
cohomology operation.
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As remarked above, the general form of the indeterminacy allows
us to conclude "total realisability" . We see this as follows.
Assuming that [J,u] and [L,v] are tvo (q,r ,r-2)-dual pairs
representing the same x, we may reduce (3.U.21) to:
(3.U.23)

e G^u - 9 G^^u = p® 0 Lq~V
L
<J

this
This follows immediately from (3.^.15 - ii) and (3^.5). What
ing,
tells us, of course, is that once we are given a suitable splitt
riate
we may assume that it is unique, provided it came from an approp
the
dual pair. Comparing (3.^.23) with (3.3.2U) demonstrates that
indeterminacy of the dual operations is considerably simpler than
clear
that of the operations of §3. In the context of (3.U.23) it is
that (C and v fully determine one another and that the choice of
splitting is removed from consideration altogether.
y
3. 4.? 6 - Hi. The, Ge.neA.al. Co^e: Above, we have constructed primar
and secondary operations based upon direct sums of dual pseudo
primary operations. We now propose to inductively extend our con
struction to encompass operations of arbitrarily high order. These
will be linear homomorphisms defined upon a subgroup of El

(X)

determined by the intersection of kernels of certain operations
lower down in the pyramid. The range of a typical operation will
be a coset space, a direct sum of cohomology groups factored out
by the image of an operation of lower order. That is, we shall
define an operation of order s+1 , degree q and type (r-s) such
that:
(3.U.2U)

¥r+1 ' r - S :

-68Moreover, the following properties shall hold:
Im ^ ' S D Im V"7 " 1 ' S in the strong sense of (3-3.27) and
q
q

(3.U.25)

If X is a 2 -cohomology class upon which 4> rq ' S is defined,
P
then there exists a ^-lifting of X, u, and a splitting, J, such
(3.U.26)

that [J,u] forms a (q,r,s)-dual pair. Modulo the indeterminacy, the
value of this operation is given by:

-1

-'
s
4> r ' s x = pi[ ® 0^~ 1 a/p I"~ S ~ ] .

—

i=o J

q.

For the primary and secondary cases, these conditions are all
obviously satisfied. We wish, now, to consider the general case.
Let us assume, as inductive hypothesis, that we have constructed
up to and including the s

row of our pyramid. The top row, then,

—r r— s
for s <_ r <_ N. We
is made up of operations of the form 0 *
—r~t~ 1 r— s
ci"t~
.To this
'
order operations, $
wish to construct the (s+1)
end, let us consider an arbitrary element in the intersection of
.
s _ .
kernels, fl 4> r ' r " S J , X, say. By (3.U.15 - ii) and (3.U.26) it
j=1 q
is clear that we have a [J ,u] which forms a (q,r+1 ,r-s )-dual pair
st
representing X. We define the coset class value of our (s+1)
order operation by:

»r+1 ' r-s (x) = p'[ r® S e^M/p^/Q,
* i=o J
*
where the indeterminacy, Q, is generated by the ranging of [J,u]
•

over all possible (q,r+1 ,r-s )-dual pairs. We compute this as
follows. Let [J,u] and [L,u] be two such pairs. Using the same
s+1
:
procedure that gave us (3.H.21), above, we get, mod p

O.U.r?) V 0^^ = V e^^u -H Si 1 pj+ir®S |$.0^- iu) + i p^
j=i i=o
i=o J L
j=o
i=o L
i=o J
The hypotheses reduce (3.^.27) to:
s-1

J

L

j=0

.a?" 13 '^, for 0 < i < (r-s).
J L
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This reduces further, by the following inductive process, to:
3..U)

39j

= ag-y + p®0LI
LI

for 0 < i < (r-s).
—
—

We illustrate this inductive process by vay of a specific example,
from which it will be evident how to generalise this procedure.
This is done in an attempt to keep the generalised notation from
obscuring a rather simple technique. Consider the case for q >_ N=U
and M=0. As hypotheses we have that 0£ * = 0 mod p , 0^~
* = Q mod p , and 0^~

0*

* = 0 mod p ,

* = 0 mod p. The symbols * may be replaced

by any J's or u's that come from (q,U,0)-dual pairs. Let [J,u] and
[L,v] be two such pairs. Under these conditions, (3-H.28) becomes:
(3.H. 30)

u = Q^J +

By hypothesis we have:

(3.U.31)

0^" 2u = 0£~2u + P^eJ" 3" + pQ^~2M = 0 mod p2 .

Since [L,u] is a (q,U,0)-dual pair we may conclude from (3.U.31)
—q-2
that 0J- w) = 0 mod p. Similarly:
ij
(3.U.32)

^~\ + P^e^" 2 ^ + p2 ($ 2 G>£~ 3v + P0^~ 1 W + p 2 ^0J" 2M) = 0 mod p 3

Again, since [L,u] is a (q,^,0)-dual pair and since 0^
by our previous calculation, we may conclude that 0

10 = 0 mod p,

( U) = 0 mod p .

This removes the last two terms of (3-^.30) from consideration.
The generalisation of this procedure reduces (3.U.28) to (3.^.29).
It is now a simple matter to deduce, directly from (3.^.29), that
the indeterminacy of $"r+1 ' r ~ S will be the union of the images of
-r+1-j,r-s where j ranges Over all values in [ 1 , s] . From (3.H.25)

q

it follows that (3.h.2h) holds for our (s+l) S

order operation, that
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(3.^.25) and (3.U.26) hold on the (r,+ l) St order level is obvious
by virtue of (3.h.?Q). It remains to check that our operations
are linear. This is, however, trivial since the stringent
hypotheses of (3.U.1U - ii) made all splitting isomorphisms
essentially the same.

This completes the inductive step and establishes a pyramid of
higher order operations vhich may be depicted as follows (here,
we have again chosen N=5 < q):

"

,
o>.

i3 ' 2

cji : (i) As with (3-3.33), we have pictorially presented
a pyramid of higher order cohomology operations for q ^> N=5. In
comparison with (3.3-33) the dual pyramid is reflected about a
vertical line through its centre. After this reflection, the
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domains and indeterminacies are computed in the same way as in (3.3.33),
That the operations in this pyramid are dual to th o se of (3.3-33)
in the sense of [35] follows from (3.^.3) and (3.2.U) in the
primary case and from (3.^.6) in the higher order cases. Comparing
the constructions of these two pyramids, (3.U.16) and (3.3.8),
one sees straight away that the corresponding elements of the two
pyramids may not always be defined under the same circumstances.
When they both are defined, however, the corresponding elements
of the pyramids do, indeed, turn out to be duals of one another(ii) It is clear, by construction, that all coset representatives
are realisable.
Notice that in contrast to (3-3. 8)

the construction to

realise the indeterminacy of zero was not needed. For the dual
operations, total realisability of the indeterminacy follows
for operations of order (N-M) > 2 just as it does in the
s+2
secondary case. This is a consequence of the mod p
congruence, (3-^.29)- As was the case with (3-3-3^-i), the
operations of (3.^.16) enjoy the property of having a "nested"
indeterminacy, by virtue of (3.^.25), and so the value of
—N— 1 M
—N M
' .
Q($ ' ') will be precisely the image of the operation, $
(iii) The operations in (3-^.33) are natural and stable under
double suspension, as we shall see below:
3.4.35 Lemma: Let $ : Y •*• X be a morphism of spaces in F . Let
be a (q,r,s)-dual pair for X. Then there is a dual pair for Y,
[L,(j a], and with p'u. = X we have:
in

9

H2 2n+2(q~ i)m (Y)/(indeterminacy).

: This follows directly from the definition of (q,r,s)-dual
pair.

-72Similarly, we have:
,3.4.36 Lemma: Let a
a* :

be the double suspension isomorphism:

*
Then, with [J,u] a (q,r,s)-dual pair and [L,o u] another:
q
Here, as above, X. = P*u.

q

'

in

*
Let us consider the chain complex C (N,q) in the sense

of [27] defined as follows (where q >_N):
Each C

*

(0 < n £ N) is generated by elements {c;c

where the dimension of c

; . . . ;c

w_ ^

n is 2qm+N-n-1 and that of c n,i.is

N-n+2m(N-n-i) for 0 < i < N-n. Define the differentials of C (N,q)
by:

N-1

(ii) d*(c nj .) = ^(c^^JA T(c n+1j J. Here t is as in ( 3 .3.3 7 ).
Notice that C (N,q) is the dual complex (in the sense of Theorem
I*. 3.1 of [2j])to C(N,q), the complex of (3.3.37). Let {1>£' S }
*
denote the pyramid associated to C (N,q) that is dual to
{<Dr ' S } of (3.3.37), for N > r > s > 0. As above, the symbol , ,
signifies our restriction to the p-torsion free category, F .
Then:
•^•p

3.4.37 T/ieo-lem: With the above hypotheses, 4^'

c

"^f

= $ '

^

for all

r and s such that N > r > s > 0, modulo indeterminacy.
P-100&: By (3.3. 37) we see that it is sufficient to show that
—¥

<X> '
q

S

I*

S

is dual to Q> ' .We show this inductively,
q

For order 1, this follows directly from (3.^.6). Assume, then,
as inductive hypothesis, that $r ' S is dual to $r ' S for all r
1
q
and s such that N >_ r > s £ 0 and (r-s) < 1.
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Formulae (3.^.2H) and (3-3.25) tell us that an (1+1) order
operation, $ ' , and an (1+1) order operation, <3> ' , are defined
on dual domains and take values in dual quotient spaces.
Furthermore, the images are just dual operations (by (3.^.6))
divided by povers of p. The result follows .

a

3.4.3S
We notice, moreover, tha.t, in particular cases, the operations
of

,r,s
T

and

Tr >s
<P

coincide vith several other

specific examples of higher order cohomology operations that
appear, repeatedly, in the literature. For example
(i ) <J>^ '

is the operation <1>

to say, <3>" '

, in F :

of [26] for p an odd prime. That is

is the stable secondary cohomology operation associated

with the following Adem relation:
(3.^.3°)

(P 1 0) P q~ 1 - (q-1) 3P q - P q3 = 0, for p odd.

(ii)For p = 2, O;?° is ^. of [1?] and [18]. Thus, for p and q
—2 0
even in example (1), 0 ' is the operation associated with the
mod 2 Adem relation:

(3.U.UO)

Sq 1 Sq U J + (S 25 1 )Sq Uj "2 + Sq U ^ 1 = 0.

—2 0
(iii)When p = 2 and q is arbitrary <X> ' is the secondary operation
studied in [17], [10] and [11] (to name a few) based upon the
relation:
= 0.

!iv) Lastly, O'" '

is the operation coming from the dual relation

to (3.^.^1), namely (2.U.8), vhen p = 2, When p is odd, the
defining relation is that dual to (3 A. 39). These secondary
operations have been considered by Maunder in [28]. (See
Theorem (2.^.1^) and (3-3. 37), above.)

§5. Ptjiamid
We complete this chapter with a section devoted to the notion of
"pyramid mixing". In the previous two sections, pyramids of higher
order operations were constructed determined by single pseudo
primary operations. In §§3 and U, above, we considered pyramids,
(3.3.33) and (3.U.33), for example, determined by the pseudo
operations, 0^ and 0^, respectively. That is to say, these two
J
J
homomorphisms induced the primary operations in the bottom right
and left -hand corners, respectively, of the two above-mentioned
pyramids. In this section, we shall consider pyramids of higher
order operations determined by rather more general sorts of
pseudo primary operations. In order to make these notions precise,
we shall require some notation. We remain in the context of F
throughout this section.

3.5. ? V<j{i <i.n<uU.on:>_: (i) We shall, henceforth, refer to the operations
(pseudo primary and higher order) of §3, Gj and ^' S , (respectively,
§U, 0^ and Or ' S ) as operations of the first (respectively, second)
J
q
kind. Likewise, we shall call a (q,r,s)-pair (dual pair) a pair
of the first (respectively, second) kind.
(ii) Consider the expression:
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S-)
a
£ 8.. p
i=0

^-i
^2
0T
® I
J
i= 0

3

2

p

ap

0

qp-i
J

® . ®

S,
a f ^"^
I B p
0
,
i=0 *

defined upon a vector in ® H2n+2lm (x), where 1 = max(S.,...,S ),
t i=0
It
and taking values in ® H 2n+2q im ( x ^ Wg assume that the coefficients,
i=0
3^ , are all relatively prime to p. We shall call this a mixed sum of
pseudo primary operations of the first kind, type (S., ,. . . ,St ), degree
(q-l > • • • :>qt ) > divisibility ({^,...,01 ) and with t terms.
(iii) Similarly, we denote a mixed sum of pseudo primary operations of
the second kind, type (S 1S ...,S. ), degree (q,,...,q, ), divisibility
I
~G
I
u
(a-,...,a ) and with t terms by the expression:

l]
QI 0qri $ I2
"2 ~q2~i $
i=o 1
J
i=o 2 P
J

e*
"* o^"1
i=o t
J

This expression, in which all of the 6- are assumed to be prime to p,
is defined upon an element in H
t
S•

(X) and takes values in

j=1 i=0
3.5.2 RamtUik: The mixed sums with one term, zero divisibility and
B

= 1 correspond to the sums of (3.3.1-i) and (3.^.15-i).

In this section, we shall define pyramids of higher order
operations determined by mixed sums of pseudo primary operations.
The resulting pyramids will consist of mixed higher order
operations. These mixed operations will be of particular value
when we consider higher order Adem-like relations and Cartanlike formulae, in the following chapter.

-76No real generality is lost, of course, by considering expressions
of two terms only. Moreover, because we are working with direct sums,
the coefficients, 3. , may

also

be neglected. Furthermore, we may

assume without loss of generality that the divisibility of our mixed sum is
of the form (0,k). In view of these remarks, let us, henceforth,
consider expressions of the form
(3.5.3-i)

(3.5.3-ii)

S
I G^" 1
i=0 J

S
*

_.
0^ X

i=o J

®

®

S'
I pk o^'-J
J
j=0

and

, .
S1
9 pk 0^ ~ J

j=o

J

as models for our mixed sums of the first and second kind,
respectively. We do this in an effort to keep the generalised
notation of (3.5•1-ii&iii) from obscuring the basic simplicity of
our approach.

Let us begin by defining the higher order operations that make
up a pyramid based upon a mixed sum of the form (3.5.3-i).

3.5.4 V(L&uii£i.onA: (i) Let J be a splitting isomorphism and let
t be equal to the greater of the two integers, S and S'.
Let {».} be a £ -cohomology vector,
p
i
a. £ H 2n+2im (X), for 0 <_ i <_ t. Suppose now, that [J,{u.}] forms
a (q,r,l)-pair and, simultaneously, a (q*,r';!')-pair, both of
the first kind, for integers, r,l,r' and 1', where (r-l)-(r'-1') =k
and where 1,1' £ t. Then, we shall say that [J,{u.}] forms a
(q * q' , r * r' , 1*1' )-mixed pair of the first kind.
(ii) Let [J,{u.}] be such a pair as that given above. We shall
define an operation of order (r-l,r'-l'), degree (q,q f ) and type
(l 1')

such that its value is a coset, represented by the pair of

elements:
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(3.5.5)

P;[( X

0J- 1 uJ/p1-1 - 1 , ( l' e*'- j uJ/p1"-1 '- 1 ]

j=o J

x

* i=o J

J

in H22n+2qm (x) $ H2-2n+2q ' m (X). We shall denote this operation by
r * r ' 1*1'

* . n ,'
H~m

< t.
= p' u., for all i, 0 —< i —
{x.}, where x.1*1
-L

These "mixed" higher order operations also form pyramids. We shall
construct the operations in such a pyramid in an inductive fashion,
parallel to that of §3, above.
A typical mixed operation of order ( 1 , 1 ) could be represented by
r*r ' ,r- 1 *r ' -1
. This is simply defined to be:
,
©

i=0

x

®

^

j=0

:®

X P

k=0

where we have assumed that r' > r.
We shall, in contrast with §3, allow r and r' to take on values less
that 1. For operations with order (r-l,r'-l') with (r-1-1 ) (respectively,
r* 1*
r*r ' 1*1 f
(respectively,
to be © , '
,'
(r'-l'-l)) negative, we define O
q
q*q
r 1
© ' ) of §3. When both (r-1-1) and (r'-l'-l) are negative, we define

q

our operation to be zero-valued.
Let us assume, as we may do without loss of generality, that 1' > 1.
We now claim that the remaining operations (those with order (a,b),
a and b > 1 and one of the two > 1) can be defined, inductively, in
a well-defined fashion, consistent with (3-5-5), such that:
(3.5.6)

O;
q*q'
Cok

:Ker ^-1*r'-1 ,1*1' c
q*q'
q*q'

.

=

p

= HZ(x)
p

p

q*q'

We shall prove this contention with the help of the following series of
lemmas. We use the notation of §3, above.
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3.5.7 Lemma: Let {r\.}, -1<i<l' be given, together with a splitting,
L. Let {u.}, 0<i<l' + 1, and K be the vector and splitting isomorphism
that proposition (3.3.1?) produces for us such that:

(3.5.8)

1'

I
i=-1

, .

l'+1

0q -1 n - = p I
i=0
X
L

, .

0J - 1 a..
K

Suppose, now, that we take the first 1+2 components of (n-) (recall
that we have supposed that 1' > l) together with L. Then, the first
1+2 components of {u.}, together with K will be such that:

(3.5.9)

1+1

1

I 0?' 1 n- = P I
i=0
x
i=-1 L

Pnook: By (3.3.16), we have 0^~ 1
L
————

e^" 1 a..
K
= p 0^~ X a. + 0^~ 1
n.
J
l
K
1-1

n- -,
l-i

for each i £ [0,1'+1]. In particular, it is true for each i £ [0,1+1].
Choosing a J such that it does not cross I-,) for all appropriate i,
and noticing that the degree, q, played no role in the proof of (3-3.17)
gives the result.

a

3.5. JO Lemma: Propositions (3.3.19), (3.3.20) and (3.3.22) restrict
from (l'+1 )-vectors to (1+1 )-vectors ,in the sense of (3.5-7). More
over they are, in the same sense, independent of the degree, q.
P:100{\ : This follows in the same fashion from the proofs of (3.3.19),
(3.3.20) and (3.3.22) as (3.5-7) followed from the proof of (3-3.17). a

3.5.?? Lemma : (i) Suppose we are given {u. } and {u.}, two vectors of
length l'+1, together with splittings J and K. Then, there is a vector
of length l'+2, {z.}, and a splitting, L, such that:
(3.5-12)

I [ 0
1=0

, .
- 1 u. - 0

.
- 1 u.] = p

I
i=0

0

-1
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(ii) Assume that we are given {u.} and {z.}, J and L, all as above.
Then there exists a vector, {v.}, and a splitting, K, such that (3.5.12)
holds.
(iii) Suppose that we are given the first 1+1 elements in the vectors
{u i > and {vM, given in (i), together with J and K. Then the L and
{z.} which (i) gives us, satisfy:

(3.5.13)

.
1+1
.
1
I [O^ 1 a. - e^ 1 v.] = p I e?-1 z..

i=o J

K

x

x

1=0 L

x

(iv) Let us assume that only the first 1+1 elements of {u.} and the
first 1+2 elements of {z.} are given, together with J and L. Then
the K and {u.} which (ii) produces for us are such that (3-5.13) holds.
i
: Parts (i) and (ii) have already been proved in propositions
(3.3.17), (3.3.19), (3.3.20) and (3.3.22). (See (3.3.2U).)
Parts (iii) and (iv) now follow from (i) and (ii) together with lemmas
(3.5-7) and (3.5.10).

n

_r*r ' ,1*1'
for the cases in which it was
,
We have already constructed cp
not so that both of (r-l) and (r'-l 1 ) were greater or equal to 1 and
that at least one of the two was strictly greater that 1 . Let us
assume now, that all our operations of order j[r-l,r '-!'), where
min( (r-l) , (r'-l ')) < S, for some S > 1, have been constructed in a
well-defined manner, consistent with (3-5-5) and (3-5-6). The following
theorem will provide the necessary inductive step and show that these
operations form well-defined pyramids of arbitrary order 3.5.14 1/ieoA.eni: (i) The indeterminacy of O
„
image of

r*r ' 1*1 '
is precisely the
,'
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, there exists

'
(ii) Given any {x.}, 0 < i < 1' , in Ker Oq*Q. ,
i
a (q*q', r*r', 1*1')-mixed pair of the first kind.

: (i) Suppose that min((r-l),(r'-!')) = S+1. Let [J,{u.}] and
[K,!^}] be two possible (q*q' , r*r', 1*1')-mixed pairsof the first
kind. Then, by (3.5•11-i&ii), we have:

•

__p,

1+1

^-

J.

.

J.

11.

1>+1

r 1 2

Q-i

\ / I — _L — C.
_<-[ —X
^i r
, (i —I
z.)/p
£ QT
P*L

i=o L

i=o

x

a' —1i

0Q

r' —X1' — 2d_ -»

] €f~. —Im

I L
z. \)/p

x

L

-i,

IV

-L

*-»

__.-.

This concludes the proof of (i).
(ii) For the second part of (3.5.1*0, let us suppose that {*.},
r—1*r' — 1 1*1'
, where we suppose that
'
0 < i < 1' , is in Ker 3> q*q ,
min((r-l),(r'-1')) = S+1. This says that there exists a J and a
-vector, {a.}, 0<i<l', representing {x.} such that:
1'
_1
.
1
, ( I
U-)/p ~
p'[( I 0*;
i=0
1
i=0

9^
J

,_ L

u.)/p
X
Im <J>

r-.i-.!
~ ] =

(a,3) €

r-l*r'-1,1+1*1'+1
,

Thus, there exists an L and a vector, {z.}, 0<i<l' + 1, such that:
r'-l'-1
,_ i
l'+1
r 1_ 1
1+1
] = (a,6).
, (p I 0?" """Z.J/p
p'[(p I 0^ 1 z.)/pr ~
L
i=0
X
i=0 L
*
Thus,
*-

1=0

„
.
1=0

l

-^"
1=0

--r\

1=0

= (0,0).
But, by (3.5.11-ii&iv), this last expression equals:
_i
1
p'[( ^ 0^ """v. )/p
X
i=0

r ._i._!
,_ £
1'
] = (0,0).
u.)/p
,(10^:
1
i=0

This says that {u.}, 0<i<l', is a ft -representative for {x.} which
yields a (q*q, r*r', 1*1')-mixed pair of the first kind when taken
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together with K. This concludes the proof of (ii) and the theorem, a
3.5.15 RmcilkA : (i) Heuristically speaking, the point of these mixed
operations is their "simultaneity". In order to be

defined, they

ask that a Q -vector and a portion of that same vector form two
different pairs, simultaneously, when taken together with one
particular splitting isomorphism. This characteristic of these
operations will be seen to play a principal role in the definition
of higher order Cartan-like formulae. We shall return to this point
in the next chapter.

(ii) By way of example, we present a diagram of the pyramid based
upon the mixed sum of the first kind, type (1,0), degree (U,6)
and divisibility (0,3). Here, we choose the maximal order of
the pyramid to be (U,1):

_5*1,1*0
14*0,1*0
^*6

.S* 1,2*1
&U*6

03*-'
4*6

>*0,2*1
Sl4*0,3*2

^3*-1,2*1

2*-2,1*0
14*6

As in (3.3.33), the indeterminacy is determined by the union of
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the images of operations, below and to the left. The domain is
determined by the intersection of kernels of operations, below
and to the right. We point out that only the "peak" of our
., ^5*1,1*0 .
pyramid, 1^*6
, is a mixed operation in the proper sense. All
other operations in this pyramid correspond with operations
defined in §3, above. This follows directly from the definition.
Now, we shall turn our attention to higher order mixed operations
of the second kind. We shall consider the pyramid based upon a
mixed sum of the form given in (3.5.3-ii).

3. 5 .16 Vd{\J,\VL'tLoM : (i) Let J be a splitting isomorphism and suppose
a £ H

(X) is such that [J,u.] forms a (q,r,l)-pair and, simulta

neously a (q',r',1')-pair, both of the second kind, for integers,
r, r', 1 and 1', where (r-l)-(r'-I 1 ) = k. Under these hypotheses,
we shall say that [J,u] forms a (q* q',r*r',1 * 1')-mixed pair of
the second kind.
(ii) Let [J,u] be such a pair- We shall define an operation of order
(r-l,r'-l'), degree (q,q') and type (1,1') such that its value is a
coset represented by the pair of vectors:

i=0

"

J=0

\
/ \ _
We shall denote this operation by —r*r',1*1'/
<3>n ^ n ,
UJ, where P^(u.) - X.
It will be defined such that:

e HZ2n+2(q- i)in (x) 9 1' H22n+2(ql -J )m (x)
-r-Ur'-1 ,1*1'

i=0

P____________4=0

P_________

3.5. IS RemaAltl,: (i) As above, we shall allow the value of r or r 1 to
fall below 1. When (r-1-1) (respectively, (r'-l'-l)) is negative, we
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see that setting O * ,'

1*1 *

_T* T

equal to ©q' '

1 !

_V

(<3>q

1

, respectively) is

consistent with (3.5.16-ii).
(ii) That ^l' 1 * 1 ' is well defined on Ker ^r*rj,l-H*l'-H is seen
q*q'
q*q'
directly. As the involved procedure of §3 is reflected in the proof
of (3.5.1U), so is the relatively simple approach of §U mirrored here.
One sees immediately from the fact that the Q -classes, V and W, fully
determine one another in the equation (we use the notation of (3.^.23))

(3.5.19)

= p Q^V
- G^v
O^u
J_i
LJ
0

for all appropriate i, that any element giving the zero coset in the
~~T* St Y* '

range of O q*q ,'

1 "4* 1 ^t "1 ^ 1 1

yields an explicit (q*q' , r*r' , 1*1' ) -mixed

pair of the second kind.
~r * r ' 1*1'
is generated by the choice
,'
(iii) The indeterminacy of O
of Q -lifting of an element, x, which forms a mixed pair with
some splitting, J. As in §U, the choice of J offers no contribution
to the indeterminacy, Q. That Q equals the image of the operation,
—r_ 1 * r ' - 1 1*1'

$

,
q* q'

'

, follows directly from the parallel calculations

of §i+, above.

3.5.20 Rdmaili: As in (3.5.15-ii) >we present an example of a mixed
pyramid. Here our pyramid will be based upon the mixed sum of the
second kind, of degree (6,5), type (0,1) and divisibility (0,2).
The maximal order in the pyramid will be (U,2):

-Qh-

1*2

-1*0,0*1

t>*5

6*5
$3*2, ;>*3
6*5

6*',

As in (3.^.33), the indeterminacy is determined by the union of
the images of the operations, below and to the left. The domain
is determined by the intersections of the kernels of the
operations below and to the right of the operation in question.
In the above pyramid, the first two rows reduce (in the sense of
(3.5. 1 ;'-i )) to operations of the sort defined in §U. Both here and
in ( 3. 5 . I r'-ii \ the number of rows which reduce to "unmixed"
operations is determined by the divisibility of the sum upon which
the pyramid is based.
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C/iap-te/'i 1C:

Somn CaJLcutoutionA and

§ 7 . Introduction.
In chapter III we defined a system, or rather a pair of systems
of higher order cohomology operations on the p-torsion-free
category, F . We have shown how, when we restricted to F , various
P
P
(pseudo) primary (see (3.2.10) and (3.H.U)), secondary (see (3.U.33)),
and higher order operations (see (3.3.37) and (3.U.3T)) in the
literature relate

to particular elements in our pyramids. Never

theless, our operations differ from those of the literature in one
very important respect: the manner of generation. Whereas higher
order operations traditionally come from a set of nested relations
in the appropriate algebra of operations, ours are derived from
increasing p-divisibility; Postnikov towers are replaced by
variously expanded forms of the naturality deviation formulae,
(3.2.9 ) and (3.U.5).
Given such a situation, where two objects with seemingly different
sources coincide, a good way to proceed, one might suppose, is to
assemble and combine the best features of each manner of generation.
This is what we propose to do in this chapter.
For example, a valuable tool for calculation (see [39])- (the determination
of

which

should be an interesting theoretical problem in

its own right) would be a "reasonable" product or Cartan-like
formula for higher order cohomology operations. Implicit

in our

use of the word, "reasonable", is a low level of indeterminacy.
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Philosophically speaking, the problem with working with higher
order operations is not what one can say with them, but, rather,
how much indeterminacy is required in order to say it. The
overly simplistic nature of this last statement

notwithstanding,

it is based upon a good deal of truth and it has essentially motivated
a substantial amount of what follows.
To return to our example of a product formula, we note that the
standard procedure (see [26] and [ 10], for example) seems to be
the calculation of products with the help of functional cohomology
operations and the deduction of the result for secondary operations
by making use of the second formula of Peterson and Stein
This procedure can, no doubt, be generalised using (n-1) st order
functional cohomology operations [33] and their correspondence
with n

order cohomology operations. The difficulty is that the

Peterson-Stein formula is not very well suited for minimising
indeterminacy and, it turns out, one can prove a rather less
indeterminate product formula for all orders of operations by
using p-divisibility in place of the Postnikov lifting procedure.
This is the sort of thing we had in mind when we suggested combining
the better features of both systems.
In short, what we propose to do, here, is to develop some properties
of the operations defined in the previous chapter and to give some
applications thereof. This chapter will be presented as follows. We
shall begin with an investigation into the effects of taking
compositions of our operations. Next we examine the effect this has
on deriving higher order relations from lower order ones. The
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influence of the coefficients and their divisibility properties
will also be discussed. This can, under favourable circumstances,
lead to the decomposition of an n

operation in terms of an m

order operation where m ± n. Next, in §3, we shall turn our
attention toward

the development of a low indeterminate product

formula in F .Then, in §U, we shall use these properties to make
some calculations of the effect of our operations on the cohomology
OO

of (CP , the cohomology of the Thorn space of bundles

00

over CP , and

the cohomology of the Thorn space of certain specific bundles over an
arbitrary space in our category, F . We shall conclude this chapter
P
with a brief sectionon the relation between our operations and the
e -invariant of [5J. This will be used to formulate the "Hopf
invariant one" problem in our terms.

§2. CompoA-LtiOHA and
We begin with a section concerning the effects of taking sums of
compositions of our higher order cohomology operations. Let us
adopt the notation that

<I>

'

denotes the (N-M)

order operation

of either the first or second kind. Thus, in our new notation, we
wish to examine relations of the form:

(lj.2.1)

I

a. ( 0 )N ' M ( $ )S ' T 3 0 mod PR , for some R ^ Z+ , for a.
and i C I, some index set.

Before we consider such sums as (U.2.1), however, we must take a
look at the individual constituents thereof,

simple compositions.
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LL1 VlfcKLUon: Let A =

N ' M 0 (^S ' T be defined on some

element or vector of H ev (x), X G F . We call A a compound operation
and we denote the four possible cases by A

= ^' M o $S ' T ;

A2 = *N ' M o *S' T ; A = ^>M Q ^S, T
= ^M
^
1
r
3
q
rUq

^S^ *"
r

The defining criteria and indeterminacy for these four compound
operations are as follows (we adopt the notation that Ax. is some
Q -lifting of a Z -vector, X.):
(i) A

is defined on the set of (r ,S ,T)-pairs , [J,{u.}], such that
o

[L,A<E> '

rn

that a

p'u.] is a (q,N,M)-dual pair for some splitting, L. Assuming

€ H

(X), we have a total indeterminacy value (defined
(T-M)

•
-, <>
•
, ^>M
^S .T+1
„
recursively) given by <X>
o $
®
q
r
i=0
(ii) A

[L,A4>

Q

..2n+2im /v x
Til-1 ,MTI2n+2rm, v ,
H
(X) + $
' H
(X)
q

is defined on the set of (r ,S,T)-pairs , [J,{u.}], such that
rn

p'a.] is a (q,N,0)-pair for some L. Notice how A Q is only

defined when M is zero. The total indeterminacy of A , assuming that
(T+1)
U Q is in dimension 2n, is O^'° o ^' T+1 _9
H2n+2im ( X ) +
/5 1 ;
q

*

'

i=0

(iii) A

has, as domain of definition, the set of (r,S,0)-dual pairs,
^-i

[J,u] such that [L,AO '

/-\

P^l is a (q,N,fl)-dual pair for some L.

Notice how A., is only defined when T = 0. The total indeterminacy
of A3 , with a € H2n (x), is i^' M o ^ .0 H2O(x) + -N-!,M H2n + 2rm (x)(iv) The domain of A, is the set of (r,S,T)-dual pairs, [J ,a] such
T\I

that [L,A© '

rn

p^u] i s a (q,N,T)-pair for some splitting Ju. Notice

that M must equal T for A, to be defined. The indeterminacy of A^ ,
under the assumption that u is in dimension 2n, is given by
o O-

H n ( X) + 0

i=o
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4. £.3 P.^opO-ix^Lon: Let us assume that the compound operation A,
described above, is defined. Then A is of order (N-M+S-T-1) and
A 1 is of type (|T-M|) and of degree (r+q). A

has type T and

degree (r+q). A^ has type M and degree (r+q). And A, has type
zero

and degree (r+q-T). Here, we use the terms type, order,

and degree in a way consistent with (3-3.1) and (3.^-15), above.
P-10Q f, '• This is obvious and follows directly from the definitions, a
4.2.4 RemflAfcxS: There are several points to be made regarding
(U.2.3) and (U.2.2).
(i) Firstly, we invite the comparison of (U.2.3) with (3.1.2)
of [21].
(ii) The second operation in a compound operation acts as an
"indeterminacy filter" in the following sense. The total indeter
minacy in a composition of two operations is the indeterminacy
of the second operation acting on the range of the first operation
plus the second operation acting on the indeterminacy of the first.
(See (h.2.2).) Thus, the total indeterminacy of a compound operation
ranges from the indeterminacy of the second operation

alone, when

the second operation is not defined on any element in the indeter
minacy of the first, to the full indeterminacy of the second operation
plus the value of this operation on the indeterminacy of the first
operation. This will occur whenever the second operation is

univer

sally defined on the resulting indeterminacy of the first operation.
Let us illustrate this point by considering the case of A
of (U.2.2). The total indeterminacy will range from ON-1 ' M H 2n+2rm (x)
q
T+1
_„
to this value plus O ' o O^' T+1 « H2n+2im ( X ). This last composite
i=0

portion of the indeterminacy is dependent upon vhat values of
T+1
®
® H
(x) admit a (q,N,M)-dual pairing with some splitting,
i=0
L. This can range betveen none of the values to all of the values.
~~N M
In this sense, 4> ' may filter out a portion of the indeterminacy
of 0^' T .
(iii) This procedure of composing higher order operations corresponds
directly to that used in the more standard context of Postnikov
towers. Let us consider two secondary operations, O and V , defined
as follows. (We have restricted ourselves to secondary operations
for notational simplicity

only. Higher order operations compose in

precisely the same way. )
Let a,3,y and 6 be primary operations in ordinary cohomologv
(2^ coefficients, say) of orders a,b,c, and d, respectively. Suppose,
moreover, that 3 o ex = 0 and 6 o Y = 0 are two relations that associate
with y and $, respectively. Let K(n) denote the Eilenberg-MacLane
space of type (20 ,n). Consider the diagram:
Ct.2.5)
-1

IM Il-rcLTU^L. — ^ ;

•—————x

/ '(,
.

u x

p

f

/

j_
K(n+a-1 ) ———!_» j
*

^ 41
\

U

X"

1x*

''

N v —————————
x'
u ^

l^

2
ID

'1

> K( n+a+b+c+d-2)

iJ2

2

i/

*
V

p

Y

[(n+a+b-1) ————

K(n+a<-b+c-1

K(n+a+b+c+d-1

PI
V / v, '1 ——————JX.T< '^0.0

1

3

v

—————————————\

K(n+ a+b)

Diagram (U.2.5) represents the composition, <I> o V , of two secondary
operations. The composition is defined on the subgroup of H2f (X)
defined by: {a £ HSp(x) such that U. £ Ker a and tp U.

£ Ker yl • The

value of the compound operation is the coset represented by the class
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[cp U. u. ] in the quotient space:
1 (X) ) .
(iv) Given the order of a compound operation and, thus, the
total p-divisibility , we may uniquely determine the distribution
of that p-divisibility (and, thus, the orders of the components
of a composition) by means of the following convention. We take
as order for the first operation the highest possible order that
produces a coset upon which the second operation may be defined
(with the "remaining" p-divisibility). All other distributions
of order that allow both operations to be defined will produce,
necessarily, the zero coset as result.

As an illustration, consider A. of (U.2.2). This compound
operation is divisible by p to the power (N-M+S-T-2) . We consider
_*,*
such that it is defined, and such that
the highest order of <E>
its image coset allows at least one (q,* ,* )-pair. In this case
we have orders (N-M) and (S-T).
Now, we may turn our attention to relations of the form (It. 2.1).
Let us begin with considering the pseudo primary form of (U.2.1):
(U.2.6)

0 - a, ( e] 4 1 ( 0]r 1 + a 2 ( e] q p ^ + . . . , mod pR ,
with q.+r. fixed,

For the purpose of (It. 2. 6) we have chosen a splitting, J. Since
a relation in pseudo primary operations (such as (it. 2.6)) is a
relation for all u £ H

Cl-ir

(x), it clearly holds that it is a

relation for any J. Let us, now, consider a very simple sort
of relation that is of the form of (it. 2. 6) but has only two
summands and relates a single pseudo primary operation to
single composition:

a

-QP
s <—"~

0^- a?l- s 0 ST , mod pE .

(U.2.7)

"

J

*J

It shall turn out that only relations of this very restricted
form will behave "nicely" with respect to generating higher
order relations. In specific cases, more expanded sums may
exhibit "nice" behaviour as well, but not generally.
We point out that such relations as (U.2.6) and (U.2.7) do,
in fact, exist. The best known examples take the form of the
"generalised Adem relations" of Hubbuck [2U]. These state, by
virtue of (3.2.10) and (3.U.U), that for k, a positive integer
relatively prime to p, the following congruence holds:
(14.2.8)

(l-k^) 0^ + (^-^) ^ 1 0!+...W q- l)m-k ClIVT0^ 1 , 0, mod
J J
<J
<J
<J

Now let us return to our special case.
Consider the relation given by (U.2.7). Suppose, now that
[J,u] forms a (q,2,0)-dual pair. Let us assume, for the time
0

being,a is not p-divisible. We may, then, conclude that 0^

U

is p-divisible. Suppose, moreover, that either [J,u] is a (s,2,0)pair or [J,0^ u] is a (q-s,2,0)-dual pair. This would give rise
J
to one of the two second order relations, respectively:
(U.2.9)

* 2 '°(p;u) = (p;a) T1 '° $ 2 '°(p'u) or (p'a) $ 2 '° » 1 '°(p!u).
Q

(j_~S

S

j|c

•

Cj_^S

S

^

This procedure would, in general, yield:
(U.2.10)

$"A '°(p'u) = (p'a) $ B '° $ C ' 0 (p'a), where B+C = A+1.
*
q-s s
*
*
q

It is clear that the existence of a (q,N,0)-pair of the second kind
implies the N

order divisibility of the right-hand side of (U.2.7).

That higher order operations (the sum of whose orders is N+1) be
defined on the right-hand side of (U.2.7) requires the existence of
pairs. As this condition is, in the case of operations of the second
kind

at least, stronger than mere divisibility, one may not conclude,
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in general, that (U.2.10) can be obtained from (U.2.7) given a (q,N,0)pair of the second kind. When the appropriate pairs do exist on the
right-hand side of (tt.2.7), the orders are then distributed in
accordance with our convention, (U.2.U-iv).
As soon as one drops the rigorous restriction that our relation must
be of the form of (U.2.7) and considers the generalised relation
represented by (U.2.6), rather severe difficulties arise.
Consider the relation:
(U.2.11)

0^ = a 0^- S 0 ST -f 6 0V* OT> mod PR d
d
J
<J

<J

We maintain the hypothesis that a and 6 are prime to p. Here, however,
it is no longer sufficient to ask that simple pairs of the first or
second kind exist on the right-hand side. What we require is a much
stronger condition, namely that the two compositions on the right-hand
side must be defined, and, in addition, that they be able to be defined
simultaneously. That is to say, given the set of (q,A,0 )-pairs of the
second kind, for a fixed space X £ F , and a fixed dimension, n, we
ask

that there exist, at least

one, [J,u], say, such that both

compositions on the right-hand side of (U.2.11) may be defined with
[J,u], each of order A+1 . To deal with this situation in a rigorous
fashion, we shall have to extend our notation somewhat. We consider
the following:
—r j_ * _r i 2_ '
4.2.12 Vacillation: We shall denote by $ ' ® 4> , ' , the cohomology
operation of order (r-l,r'-l') and degree (q,q' ) which can be inductively
defined such that:
I 1 ' 1 9 F,'' 1 ' : Ker(ir ' l+1 g F,'' 1 '^) «= ti^ n -^m (X) 9 HZ 2n - 2q ' m (X)
q
q1
q
q'
~
P
P

'

1

i=0
where 1' is assumed to be greater than or equal to 1. The coset value of
this operation will be:

=o

i=o

Here, we have taken addition to be term-wise. Taking (r-1-1) = 0 = (r'-l'-l)
in the above expression gives the precise definition of the operation of
order ( 1 , 1 ) and serves to start the inductive description of a pyramid
of such operations. The inductive step, needed to show that these operations
determine a well-defined pyramid, is quite parallel with the arguments of
§U and §5 of the previous chapter, where operations and mixed operations
of the second kind were handled. As such, we shall omit a detailed
construction.
We are now in a position to deal with the problem of simultaneous
definition of compositions, raised above. We do this by combining
the mixed operations of chapter III, §5 with the operations of
(U.2.12).
Let us suppose that we are given a relation of the form of (U.2.11)
on the UJ -cohomology of some space, X £ F . Suppose, moreover, that
there exists a (q,A,0)-pair of the second kind, [J,u]. Let us assume
that [J,u] is

also

an (s*t, B*B', 0*0)-mixed pair, of the first
R * Rr 0 * 0

kind and denote by (x',x") the image of * s * t '

(x), where p'u.
= X.
*

—C 0 " —C ' 0
4.2.73 Pic position: Under the above hypotheses,
if <£ Q^~S
' (B <J> Q_~ 0' is
^

—————.———————————————————

defined on (x',x"), where C = A+1-B and C' = A+1-B', we have, modulo
the total indeterminacy:
q

q-s

q-t

s *t

.

: This follows directly from (3-5. 1*) and (U.2.12).

4.2.14 ReniflAfe : In order to consider the general case represented by
the relation (h.2.6), we would have to expand our definition, (14.2.12),

-95to encomp.'iys sums longer than two terms of either the first or second
kind. As this is more a notational problem than a mathematical one,
we consider it sufficient to remark that the obvious generalisation
of (U.2.12) yields the obvious generalisation of (U.2.13).
4.2.15 Pe^.-iRct-ccMi: Suppose we are given a relation of the form, (U.2.6),
where all the coefficients, a., are relatively prime to p. Suppose,
moreover, that there exists a pair, [J,u.], that allows each term of
the relation to define a composition of operations of total order A
(but not A+1). Then, we shall call [J,u] an admissible pair of order
A- 1 for the given composition (as opposed to product) relation.

4.2.16 Remo/ik : The above definition simply offers a short-hand notation
for the hypotheses of (U.2.13). In these terms we would say that
(U.2.13) requires the existence of an admissible pair of order A for
the relation, (U.2.11). The "non-composed" term of (U.2.11), 0S, may
<J

be considered as a "composed" term requiring total order A+1 (in place

of A) "by composing vith the identity (pseudo) operation, 0 T , divided
j

by P .
What we propose to show is that the existence of an admissible pair
is the necessary and sufficient condition that allows a pseudo primary
relation to give use to a higher order relaticn. That is to say, given
the definition of a higher order (composite) operation coming from one
of the summands of a relation of the form (U.2.6), we may derive a
relation of the form (U.2.1) if and only if we are provided with an
admissible pair for the relation in question. Moreover, we claim that
when the order with which we are working is two (that is, when we are
dividing by p), then the existence of any set of splittings and liftings
which allow definition of all the individual terms in a relation implies
the existence of an admissible pair of order two for the given relation.
We see this as follows.

se no r-al jvnerality by considering a relation of the form (U.2.11)
Suppose we are given splitting isomorphisms, J,L,M,N and Q as well as
t^-classes u,v and w in H 2n (X), X £ F , such that the following
conditions hold:

(i) p'u = p'u = p'W,

pair of the second kind,

^

*

*

(ii) [J,u] is a (q,2,0)-

(iii) either [M,u] is an (s,2,0)-pair

of the first kind or [L,0^v] is a (q-s,2,0)-pair of the second kind,
and (iv) either [Q,w] is a (t,2,0)-pair of the first kind or
[N,0 K>] is a (q-t,2,0)-pair of the second kind.
By virtue of (i), above, we have:
= a 0?~ S Q*v + a{p 0?~ S 0V
Li

Fl

M

Li

and
(U.2.18)

B

i>_1

j>.1 ^

where u = u+pu ' = u'+pii! 1 . Modulo p, of course, only the first terms
on the right-hand sides of (U.2.17) and (U.2.18) remain. The hypotheses,
(ii), (iii) and (iv), above, now imply that [J,u] is an admissible
pair of order two for the relation, (U.2.11).

The first of our two claims, that the existence of an admissible pair
was the necessary and sufficient condition for the derivation of a
higher order relation from a pseudo primary one is an obvious result
of the definitions. Evidently, we have proved:
4.2.79 P.lopOA'Ltion: (i) Let hypotheses (i-iv) given above be satisfied
for a given pseudo primary relation. Then there exists -an admissible
pair of order two for that relation.
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(n) Let (1+.2.6) be a relation in which all of the coefficients, a.,
i
are prime to p. Then (U.2.6) induces a relation of higher order
compositions (all of order A) if and only if there exists an
admissible pair, [J,u],of order A-1 for (U.2.6).

We may, now, consider a specific example that illustrates how a
primary relation (provided with an admissible pair) may induce a
higher order relation. By virtue of (3.U.2), we have:
4.2.20 Proposition: Let X e F
of order N

and let [<J,u] be an admissible pair

for (3.^.2). Then, with

a.; denoting the orders
\j

determined by (k.2.k-iv) and with p'u. = x, we have:
_M n
®N '°(X) = -

(U.2.21)

Z

_a . , 0
a . ,0
O. 1
o <5. J (X).

: This is obvious.
In order to avoid the inner workings of (H.2.20) which take place in
a 0 -context , we rephrase this last proposition in terms of the higher
order Z -cohomology operations, defined above. Here, we appeal to the
spirit of (U.2.1U) and of the early portion of §5, of the previous
chapter, where the obvious generalised definitions, in the sense of
having more than two "terms", of the operations of (U.2.12) and of
mixed operations are left to the reader. The following proposition is
equivalent

to

(U.2.20):

a *a * . . . *a ,0* . . . *0
4.2.20' Pfiopotltion: Suppose that <3> U2 ^
^
q
is defined on
some X £ H2" n (X), X £ F . Let us suppose, moreover, that
_3 1 » ° - _6 0^_6,0
<J>
® O 2
®...© C>. ^
is defined on the image of the above-mentioned
q-1

q-.

0

q

-

operation, (x. ,X Q ,X^, . . . ,x ) £ <B HZ2n+2im (X) , where a.+B- = N+1 , for
123
q
.
p
11
—NO
all i, 1 ^ i ^ q. Then, * ' is defined on X and, modulo the total
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indeterminacy, we have:
(it.2.21')

_„
_Pi>° - _Po' 0 A
_$ >°
a *...*ct ,0*...*0
$ ' (x) =-[(<& n ® O 0 S...® ©^^ ) o C&, _
^
(x)].
q
q-1
q-2
0
1*2*...*q

4.2.22 Re.maA.k-. It shall become evident that the concept of an
admissible pair plays a very important role in the theory of higher
order operations in the present context.
A heuristic discussion of this concept, then, is in order. In
particular, we offer an explanation of what the notion of admissible
pair

corresponds to in the more standard Postnikov tower context.

Let us consider the particular example of (U.2.21) where
N = p = 2 and q = 3. Let be U. £ H2n (X) for X £ F

Then (3.h.2)

becomes:

(It.2.23)

Q 3, = -[01 Q 2, + Q2, el + 03].
<J
d
d
d
d
d

The hypothesis that [J,u] be a (3,2,0)-pair of the second kind tells us
that <*> '

is defined on U = p^U. By (3-^.38-iii) , this is equiva

lent to the statement that U is in the kernel of S<{ and Sq (recall
X £ F ). That [J,u] is an admissible pair of order 2 for (U.2.23) tells us
r^_,

H

h

r***

that u£Kur(Sq ,Sq ) implies that a € Ker xSq

O

l™^'

4

and either u £ Ker \Sq or

1±~
°
~
^
\Sq uEKerSr^and either u £ Ker \Sq 2 or \Sq 2~
u.£KerSq .
Thus, given a relation of "proper" primary cohomology operations
one may view the existence of an admissible pair as an assurance
that the original relation of the operation is, in fact, a relation
of relations of operations together with the requisite universal
examples. That the existence of a universal example is guaranteed
in the secondary case (this corresponds to the fact that all chain
complexes of length two are admissible - see §2.3 and §2.U of [27])
is reflected by the statement of (U.2.19-1).
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Throughout this section, we have been assuming that the
coefficients, ou, of terms in a relation such as (H.2.6) were
relatively prime to p. If we drop this condition, we generate
another sort of decomposability of higher order operations.
Consider:

4.2.24 Example: Let us consider (h.2.Q) in the special case where
p=3.)C1 =3,k=2 and where X £ F . Let us assume, moreover, that
H2n+1 (X) = 0 unless i = 0,U or 12. In addition, we ask that S>2 '

o «1 '

be defined on some subgroup of H?2n (X). (Notice that such a space
can be constructed for any n € 2, such that n >_ 6. This follows
because such an n places us in the stable homotopy range wherein
essential attaching maps , for example the Hopf maps, o and v, may
be found s-ttisfyinp; the necessary criteria.) Under the above
assumptions, (U.2.6) becomes:
(It.2.25)

0-2 6 ) ej ^ -(2 2 -2 6 ) ^ 0j, mod ( 3 3 ).

This is just:
(H.2.26)

(-63) (3? = 60 Q2. 01, mod (27).
<J

J

J

Dividing both sides of (U.2.26) by 9, as hypotheses assure us
we may do, gives (because -7 and 20 are both congruent to -1, mod 3):
fltPPT)
\ ^ •£-•<— \ i

0^ '

=0'
p

<!>'.
i

In viow, of courr.e, of the identifications, ( 3 . 3 . 8-i ) ,( 3 . It. 16-i ) and
(3.^•38-ii),of the operations defined here with other cohomology
operations in the literature, we may rewrite (U.2.27) as
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The resulting equations, (H .2 .27 ) and (h .2.2U), repr>. ::,<:. nl a decomposition o f
a composite of a secondary operation in terms of a primary. Similar decompositions
arise whenever the appropriate geometric and number theoretic
conditions combine to allow us to associate a coefficient
divisibility with the divisibility of an operation.
Once W'> allow p-divisibility of the coefficients in a relation
like (U.2.26), we may no longer talk about admissible pairs,
unless, of course, all of the coefficients are precisely divisible
by the same power of p. The obvious solution to the problem of
dealing with relations with coefficients of varying p-divisibility
is to extend our definition of admissible pair to allow compositions
of different total orders to be in the same higher order relation
but where the total divisibility (that required to allow the definition
of a composition of higher order together with the divisibility of
the coefficient) remains fixed. In the spirit of (H.2.1U)-, however,
we shall not pursue this line of thought, here.

Product*,.
§3. —.—._________

•

Let us begin with a short examination of the ring structures of
the Q -modules with which we have been working, H6V (X) and K(X).
Before we can turn our attention to the multiplicative behaviour
of our higher order operations, we must consider the effect of
our splitting isomorphisms on the product structure of these two
modules.
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The first point to be made is that it will not be possible, in
general, to find a splitting isomorphism, J : H6V (X) -> K(X) , that
will be a ring isomorphism. However, for any two given elements of
positive grading X and y, in H eV (X), it will, indeed, always be
possible to find a J such that J(x)-J(t/) = J(x£/). This is clear since
H "(X) is the associated 2nth graded ring

of K(X), for X £ F . In

general, however, multiplication in the filtered K-theory of two
elements, J(x) and J(t/), produces "error terms" in filtration higher
than that of J(x)-J((/). However, we do have:
4.3.1 P^opo-i-ctam : (i) Let X £ H

O—.

(X) and y £ H

o ~\

(X) for some X £ F .

Let J be any splitting isomorphism satisfying (3.2.2). Then,

mod
(ii) HQ6V (X) = Kdi(X) as rings.
V>\.00(\ : This is obvious,

n

In order to be able to deal with these "error terms" in a systematic
way, we make the following definition.

4.3.2 Ve.Un^Uon: Let M.

: H 2n (X) x H 21 (X) ^ H 2n+21+2im (X) be the

mapping defined by (u,v) -> J~ (J(u)-J(u)), restricted to the dimension
2n+21+2im, for i > 0.

It is evident from this definition that
(U.S.3)

J~ 1 (j(u)-J(u)) =

I M (u,v)
i>0

and that M (u,v) = uu. Before we apply these functions to the problem
of developing product formulae for higher order operations, it will
be necessary to quote the following:
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4.3.4 Lemma: Let J be any splitting isomorphism satisfying
(3-2.2) and let u and u be two elements in H eV (x) for X € F .
Then:
(i)

J{ I 0 q (uu).p- q } = J{I G^(a).p' q }.J{ I 0 q (v/).p~ q }
q>0
q>0 J
q>0
in K(ft(X), and

(ii)

I 0 q [J~ 1 {J(u).J(v)}]p- q = { Z 0 q (u)p~ q }.{ I 0q (u)p" q }
q>_0
q_>0
q>.0
in HQ8V (X).
[: This follows directly from (3.2.10), (S.^.U), above, and

2.19 of [2U].

a

Applying the definition (U.3-3) to (U.3-U) and fixing a
dimension, we get:

4.5.5 P/LC'po Action: In the notation of (U.3.U):
_
(i) G ,Jq (u.v) =
(ii)

q
Z
r=0

_

I

Z p r 0^ r (M (u,u)) =
r
J
r=0

_.
_.
0J(u))
prM r* (0^(u),
.1
.T
I

0(u).0 J (v;).
J
J

4.3.6 CololtcifLil: In the notation of (H.3. 1^): (i) If J is a ring
homomorphism then:

q

0j(u) OJ(u).

(ii) If J is such that j("-i>) = j(U) j(v), then:
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What (U.3.5) tells us is that, on the pseudo primary level, a
product formula with a general splitting isomorphism contains
a series of "error terms", the images of the M.'s.for i >_ 1. The main
result of this section is that this presence of error terms is
a pseudo primary effect, only. That is to say, a pyramid of
higher order operations, although built over a base of pseudo
operations, exhibits a product behaviour that does not include
these error terms.
We shall require the parallel notion to (U.2.15), namely an
admissible pair of a given order for a relation of products, in
place of compositions:

4.3.7 Pe/)-6ii£ion: Suppose we are given a relation of the form:

( 0 } >u) = E a. ( e^" S
J
. =1 i
J
where all of the coefficients, a., are prime to p. Suppose,
moreover, that there exist pairs, [J,uv] , [J,u.] and [J,v], such
that: (i) [J,uu] is a (q,N,0)-pair of the first (or second) kind,
(ii) [J,u] is a (q-s 1 * q-s 2 * ... * q-s r , B I *B 2 * ... * Br , 0 * ... * 0)
mixed pair of the first (or second) kind ^and (iii) [J,v] is a
(s * s * . . . * s , C* C * . . . * C , 0*...* 0)-mixed pair of the
first (or second) kind, where B.+C. = N+1 , for 1<i<r- If N is
the greatest integer for which this can be done, we shall say
that [J,u*u] is an admissible product pair of order N, for the
given relation.
Suppose,now, that u. and u are elements in H

Q

(X) and H

PI

(X),

respectively, for some space, X € F .As usual, we denote by X and y
the respective 2 -reductions of these elements. What we propose to
show is that, under these circumstances, one may generate a pair of
"higher order Cartan formulae" provided certain higher order mixed
operations are defined on X and on (/. More precisely, we have:
4.3.S T/teoiem: (i) In the notation given above, let us suppose that
there exists some higher order mixed operation,
B 1 *B2 *...*Bq+1 ,0*...*0
q*q-1*...*0

'

which we shall denote by fi, which is defined on X. Suppose, moreover,
that there exists some

_Vc2*...*cq+1 ,o*...*o
0*1 * . . .*q

which we shall denote by Y, which is defined on y, such that
C.+B- = N+1, for 1<i<q+1. Then, $ '

is defined on (x.t/) and,

modulo the total indeterminacy, we have (where A means the sum of the
result of termwise multiplication):
q
(ii) With the same notation, let us suppose that there exists some
operation ,

. . .*B +1 ,0*. . .*0
q*q-1 * . . .*0

'

which we shall denote by fj, such that it is .defined on X. Suppose,
moreover, that there exists some
VC 2 *...*C q+1 ,0*...*0
0* 1 * ... *q
which will be denoted by 4*, such that it is defined on (/, where
C-+B. = N+1, for 1 < i < q+1 . Then, modulo the total indeterminacy, we
have (with A as above):
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• (i) We shall proceed by induction on the order, N. The
primary case is trivial as it is just the ordinary Cartan fomula
for the reduced Steenrod powers. Consider the case of order 2. By
(^•3.5-i) we have, mod p :
(U.3.10)

G^(uv) =
*•*

I
0i(u).0J(i;) + p
I
MJO^uKo^v)).
• . •
d
d
.
.
.,
I
d
d
i+J-q
i+j=q-1

By hypothesis, we know that every term in (U.3.10) is divisible by
p. Which term in a product of terms is actually divided by p is deter
mined by the_ existence of pairs. , In this way we divide (U.3.10)
by p to get , modulo p :
(U.3.11)

_„ n
_B. ,0
_C.,0
<T' U (X</) = I (D. 1 (x) . *. J ({/) + T.
T-^
J

Here, for each pair, (i,j), such that i+j = q, it is clear that
(B^,C.) is either (1,2) or (2,1), depending on which term of the
product admits a pair of order 2. The value of T is given by:
(14.3.12)

T = p^t

Z

M

Let us consider an arbitrary term of T, M (0 (u) ,0 T (u) ) for i+j = q-1
I J
J
By definition, this is the first "error term" in the product
.G'j(u) . But, by hypothesis, [J,u*v] is an admissible product
J
pair of the second kind for (l*.3.6-i). It follows that G T (u).Q <i(u)
J

u

is p-divisible. Now, by definition of M , we see that this error
term must also be p-divisible. This is true for every term within
the square brackets in (it.3.12). It follows, then, that T must be
zero since it is the mod p reduction of a sum of p-divisible terms.
This proves the theorem for second order operations of the second
kind.
As inductive hypothesis, let us assume that we have the formula
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(U.3.9-i) for N< s. We wish to show that it holds for (s+1) order
operations

as well. Consider:
_w n
<r >U (x«/) =

(U. 3. 13)

I

c ' »°
B - »°
S. 1 (x) . <D.

This is (U.3.5-O evaluated mod p s+1 , divided by p 3 . As above, T'
will be the error terms of operations of order up to and including
s. By inductive hypothesis, these terms have "good" Cartan formulae
and, hence no error terms. It follows that T' =0.
This completes the proof of (i).
(ii) The second half of (U.3.8) follows almost immediately from
(U.3.5-ii). Evaluating this equation mod p

and dividing by p

gives :

4N '°(xy) + z 0N^'°(Mr (x,y)) =

(U.3.1U)

r=1

X

Since Im O

q-r

C.,0
B.,0
(B. 1 (x).$. J (if).

'is contained in Im $ '
q

and this is contained in the

indeterminacy of the right-hand side of (U.3.1U), we have the desired
result .
This completes the proof of (U.3.8).

4.3.15
(i) Notice how in both halves of this proof, the actual value of
M. ( , ) was not needed. This, however, should not be surprising as
the value of M. ( , ) is dependent upon J and higher order operations
allow J to vary.
(ii) Note that we have avoided the use of operations of type greater
than zero in (U.3.8). In the case of operations of the second kind,
this was done purely for the sake of notational simplicity. In the
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case of (^.3.8-ii), the reason is the following one. Suppose that
we are given two Q -vectors, {u.} and [v •} , representing the H vectors, {xj, {y.}, respectively, with 0<i<a and 0 < j < 3 . We
set M equal to a+3. Suppose, moreover, that for each pair (i,j)
with i and j in their respective index sets, there exist suitable
°- and ¥., in the sense of (U.3.8), defined upon X.X and y.,
J
<J

respectively, with the sum of their order N+1. These hypotheses
N+M ' M is defined on the vector,
are sufficient to assure us that $

q.

(x. •(/.), 0<k<M, but are, actually, considerably stronger.
I
J
i+j=k
NO
for each
' is defined upon (x.i •£/•),
They guarantee, namely, that <5q-k
J
suitable pair, (i,j), such that i+j = k, and for each appropriate
k. Consequently, we are in a position to apply (U.3.8-ii),
repeatedly, once for each pair, (i,j).
(iii) There are several second order "Cartan formulae" in the
literature to which (U.3.8) might be compared. Let us consider one
in particular, 3. 1* of [26]. If we take p to be odd, q = 3 and N = 2
n'
and apply our (U.3.8-i) we get that if ©0jt'*. 0t- ,,
* I «U

= fi is

defined on X £ HZ n (X) and if ^0*1*2*3'""°"""" = ^ is defined on
ij £ HZ 21 (X), then <52 '° is defined on K-y and that © ' (x-t/) = J2(x)
(X)/Im P 3 . If we take these same hypotheses and apply
in HZ 2n+21
P
3.h of [26] (where we have taken k = 3 and i = 1), we get the same
result but with greater indeterminacy. The value of Q in Kobayashi's
result is Im [P3 + f H22n+21+6m (K(Z,2n) x K(2,2l))], where rf is the
map X -> K(Z,2n) x K(Z,2l) defined by )J(z) = (g(z) ,fl(z)) , where
Q : X -* K(Z,2n) (respectively, fi : X -»- K(Z,2l)) is such that
9 (y n ) = x (respectively, h (y

) = y) with y 1 the mod p reduction

of the fundamental class of HZ 1 (K(2',2i)).
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(iv) In [29], Milgram considers a new approach to higher order product
formulae, namely the study of smash products of f iberings . The main
result of [29] , U.2.3, seems to agree with (t.3.8-i) (for N = 2 = p)
when we restrict to the category F . Furthermore, the terms E 2n (k)
and E

(n-k-1 ) in [29] appear to play a role parallel to that of our

admissible product pairs. (See remark (v), below.)
(v) The result of (1+.3.8) can be expressed in other terms.
Equivalent with this theorem is the following result:
4.3.8' Tkno-im : (i) With X,y,u and v as above, we suppose that
[J,u*v] is an admissible product pair of order N for the relation:
(U.3.16-1)

G(u-v) =
d

Z

i+j=q
.

.

e

d

Then, modulo the total indeterminacy, we have:

i+j=q

B. ,0
_C.,0
.. 1 (x).<D. J

where B.+C. = N+1, for each pair (i,j) such that i+j = q.
i J
(ii) Using the same notation, let us suppose that [J ,u * v] is an
admissible product pair of order N for the relation:

(U.3.l6-ii)

Q^u-v)
=
d

I

i+j=q

0^(ti).e
J'(v)- I pr0^~r
(MY,(a,u)).
d
d
d
x
r=l

Then, modulo the total indeterminacy, we have:
B. ,0

C.,0

where B.+C. = N+1, for each pair (i,j) such that i+j = q.
-J-

J

(vi) We note that Qr (H(F )) = HeV /(HSV 0...® H 6Y ) (where we have
factored out (r+l)-fold products), the r

indecomposable quotient

associated with © -cohomology theory applied to spaces in F , is
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the associated graded ring of Q (K°(F )). Consequently, our higher
order operations, <£> and 4>, restrict to indecomposable quotients in
H~26V (F ).
P
P
We conclude this section with a pair of particularly "nice" product
formulae for certain higher order operations. Let X,(/,u and V be as
above. We have:

4.3. IS T/ieoA.em: Suppose that $ q ' q is defined on X and on y. Then
<5 '

is defined on X,y and on x-t/ and, modulo the total indeterminacy,

one has :

: The hypotheses imply that the following congruences are
satisfied for pairs [J,u.] and [J,u]:
and

(i)

O^'^u) E G; q~ X (v) = 0(pq~ 1 ), for 0<i<q+1,

(ii)

0jq" j (a) E 0j q~ j (u) = 0(p 2(1"J), for q+2<j<2q-1.

By (U.3.5-i)> ve have, modulo p :

(U.3.19)

0^ q (u-u) = I G^-^u) •G 1'(u) + <1I pr I ^ (G 2q-r - i (u),G 1'(u)).
J
i=0 r J
r=1
J
i=0 J
J

But, by the above congruences, (i & ii), we may rewrite (U.3.19) as:

(U.3.20)

G J q (a-u) = G J2q (a)-u + u-0 o2q (u), modulo pq .

Moreover, the hypotheses imply that each term in (U.3.20) is individually
divisible by p q~ . Stronger yet, they guarantee that each term in (U.3.20)
admits the definition of $5' . The result now follows from the
2q
definitions.

n

-1 10-

4.3.2? Remo/ik: Taking q = 2 in ( k . 3. 18) yields the results of theorem
8.1+ of [10]. As in (U.3. 15-iii) , however, the value of the indeterminacy
has been reduced in our case. The differences in our value of Q and Adem's
is, once again, the image of j$*H 2n+21+2qm (KU ,2n) x K(Z,2l)).
A similar result to (14.3.18), couched in rather different terms, is the
following. We take X,(/,u and u as above. Suppose that [J,u] and [J,u]
are both (2q*q, q*q, 0*0)-mixed pairs of the second kind, for some
splitting isomorphism, J. Then we have:

4.3.22 Theorem: With the hypotheses given above, [J,u*v] is an
admissible product pair for the . relations :
(i)

G^di-v) =

(ii)

eu-v)

J

I
0^(u) • 0 J'(u)
.
<J
d
i+j=2q

=

I

and

G^u) - 0 JT (v>).
J
d

Moreover, modulo the total indeterminacy, we have (where • is interpreted as
being distributive over pairs):

: That [J,u] and [J,f] are both (2q*q, q*q, 0*0)-mixed pairs

implies the following set of congruences:

•

(i)

Oj*1' 1 ^) = ^ q~i ( y ) 5 0(pq~i ), for 1<i<q-1,

(ii)

G^' 1 (a) = 9^~ 1 (u) = 0(pq~ 1 ), for 1 < i < q-1

(iii)

0

J

u

and

-

The result now follows from these congruences in a similar fashion
to the way in which the result of (U.3.18) followed from the set of
congruences listed in the proof (U.3.18).

a
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§4. Some
our
In this section we shall be considering several applications of
higher order operations . These shall take the form of calculations
ul)
on explicit cohomology elements. It will be convenient (and mercif
to restrict ourselves to the simplest case, when the type of our
y
operation is zero. For higher types, the results can be readil
generalised by taking sums.
some
We begin this short, rather eclectic, section by establishing
machinery. Let us, for the moment, restrict ourselves to the case
where p = 2 and where the degree of our operation is even. Under
these circumstances, (it. 2. 8) becomes:
(U.U.1)

X
i=0

(k^k2 '1 ) O^'1 0^ = 0 (mod 2 2q ),
J
J

for all odd k. By (3.U.2), this is equivalent with:
(U.U.2)

k 1 G 2^' 1 O 1' = 0 (2 2<1 ).
J
J
i=0

2X

and
Now, since (U.U.2) is valid for all odd k, we may choose k = 1
k = -1 . Writing out (U.U.2) for these two values of k and adding
them together yields :
(U.U.3)

I

i=o

e 2q- 2i 0 2i = 0 (mod2 2q- 1 )..

J

J

X
Let us, now, apply this relation in a particular situation. Let
be a space in F

and let £ be a complex k-bundle over X. We denote

of
by T the Thorn space of £ and by u the <Jj? -Thom class (the image
the 2-Thom class under coefficient inclusion). It follows from
(U.U.3) that, mod 2

(U.U.U)

, we have:

0 2qu = _Z 2 2i 0 2q-2i chk+2 . J(u).
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Todd polynomial. Using the well-known

Now, let T. denote the i

result that the Chern character commutes with the Thorn isomorphism
applied to the inverse of the Todd polynomial, we see that we have
proved the following:
4.4.5 Jk<i.0fim: With the above notation, modulo 2 q~ , we have:

*u = [ I 22i 0 2(l- 2i T-]U)] ua
^i
<->
.-I
in

(T).

4.4.6 CoiottaAy. (i) With the above notation, let us suppose that
the Chern classes of £ are, for integral classes a,b,c and d:
G I = Ha, c 2 = lib , c_ = 2c and c. = Ud. Then the following third
order operation is defined on x = p'u:
+ d] u x,
modulo its indeterminacy.
(ii) With the above notation and c. = 2a, c ? = 2b, c,= c and c« = 2d
we have, modulo the indeterminacy:
+ d + ac] u X

.

Let us remain in the context of p = 2 and let us consider a
particular space in F , namely £P . We let z denote the image of
the canonical two-dimensional generator under coefficient inclusion,
r**j

2 ->• 7)^. We shall denote the mod 2 reduction of z by z . We record the
following obvious result for later use:
___ T\T

pi

the non-zero element
4.4.7 Piopob-U^ion:
'-—————— If O q ' z^ is defined to be
———————
—N 0
2q+2k, °° N
(CP ) then the indeterminacy of Oq ' is zero.
in H2_
2
PfLOOfa : This follows directly from the defining criteria of O '
(3.U.25).

°

and
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Using (Ij.^.S), we may generalise theorem A of [18] (wo use the above
notation) :
4.4.8 ThtQtiejm: Let k be some positive integer and consider the
oo

bundle, kn , where n is the canonical line bundle over (DP . Suppose
that there is some integer q such that: (i) 2q < k, (ii) ( j^ ), the
Lbinomial coefficient, is divisible by 2 , for all t, 1 <_ t <_ 2q-1
and (iii) (^ is divisible by 2 N~ 1 but not by 2 N . Then *^'°(z k ) is
defined and, with no indeterminacy, we have:

-N,0 ( ~k } =
2q

_

: Note that the total Chern class of kn is Ic. = (1+z)

•^
and

k i
that c.(kn) = (.)z . Furthermore, the Thorn space of
kn = T(kn) = ffip00 /®?1^" 1 . Denoting by 1 the collapsing map :

pp00 ->. T(kn),

we see that 1 * (u) = z k , with a, the Thorn class. Now, applying
(U.ij.5) in this situation, we get:
(U.li. P )

0? qu
J

= fD + 2 N~ 1 z 2q ] u u,

where D is some polynomial in the c\ , 1 < i < 2q-1, and, by the
hypotheses, is divisible by 2 N . The hypotheses, also assure us that
N-1
[J,u] is a (2q,N,0)-pair of the second kind. Dividing by 2
,
reducing mod 2 and applying 1

to (U.U.9 ) gives that

—N,0/~k\ _ ~k+2q_ ip^^ ^e indeterminacy vanishes follows from (U.^.T).
2q ^ '
This completes the proof.
_.•->

Q

D
^.p

4.4.10 Cc1cC.Cal.tj'. (i) $1. ' (- ) is defined and, with zero indeterminacy,
n

4.

~ 12

is equal to z
(ii) <£""
c_

~6

(z ) is defined and, with zero indeterminacy, is equal to
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We remain in the context of HZ (CP ). Let a(q) be the usual function
which assigns to any natural number the number of ones in its dyadic
expansion. We continue to use the above notation. We have:
z is defined and equal to z q

4.4.11 T/ieO'te/n: <£aq
————————————

, with no

indeterminacy.
: Let J be the splitting isomorphism for CP

that assigns y, the

Hopf bundle over CP , to the generator, z. The value of the Chern
character in dimension 2(q+1 ) of y is then, clearly, z q

/(q+1)!.

Using the fact that v (r!) = r-a(r), (where v (s) denotes the power
of p in the expression resulting from writing s as a product of powers
of distinct primes) and the definition of 0^<J we get:
Q^z = 2

(U.I*. 12)

Consequently, we may conclude that [J,z] is a (q,a(q+1 ) ,0)-pair of
the first kind. Thus, clearly,
> 1.
<r>aq. (l+1 >'°z = z q+1 , for all q ~

(l4.li.13)

Now we must show that the indeterminacy is zero. By (3.3.3^-i) we
see that it is sufficient to show that

p'[(0*z + 0z)/2-r = 0.
<J
J
*

(U.U.1U)

Now, J is clearly a ring isomorphism so we may apply (U.3.6-ii) to
calculate 0 q~ 2 . Using (li.it. 12), we see that (It.lt.lU) is equivalent
J
to the following statement:
(U.U.15)

k = 2

- + i 2
i=0

--

is divisible by 2

We consider the two cases, q being even or odd, separately. Firstly,
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let q be an even natural number. Then q-1 is odd and k becomes:

(U.U.16)

r3£L]
2a(q~i)+a(i+l) ~ 1
2a(q+l) ~ 1 + V
i=0

where [x] denotes the integer part of x. Since a(a)+a(b) > a(a+b),
we have shown (U.^.15) to hold.
Now let q be an odd number. In this case we may write k as:
*
/q-1
2 a(q-i)+a(i+l)-1 + 2 2a(^i + l)-2.
i2
+
1
(U. U.IT) 2a(q+l)
i=0
Consider the value 2a(^-+ l)-2. Substituting the value 2n+1 for q,
this becomes 2(cc(n+l)-l). We may now conclude the validity of (U.U.15)
in the case q is odd by noting that:
(U.U.18)

2(a(n+!)-l) > a(2(n+l))-1 = a(n+D-1.

This completes the proof.

D

4.4. 79 RefliOTife : One might be tempted to think that (U.U.11) could be
extended, using (U.3-8-ii), to the following:
(U.U.20)

0«(^)-a(r) + l,0?r = ?q+r

q

^ ^

Applying the "higher order Cartan formula" can produce additional
divisibility, however. An easy counter-example to (k.h.20) is
Oj' 0 z 3 = 0.
•

We conclude this section with a result of a rather different sort
from the ones above. Let En denote the exceptional Lie group and
let X be a finite H-space such that, as an algebra one has:
(U.U.21)

H

where E denotes an exterior algebra and T

denotes a polynomial

algebra, truncated at height 3. Given an algebra, A, we shall write
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PA and QA for the primitives and indecomposables of A, respectively.
We claim that the algebra

alone, is sufficient to prove

structure

that Eg is "irreducible mod 3", that is to say, Eo is not 3-equivalent
to a product of non-trivial spaces. For the exceptional Lie group,
irreducibility was shown in [11g]. In [25g], Kane shows via a rather
complicated BP argument that the algebra structure

alone, is

sufficient to demonstrate irreducibility. We shall deduce this fact
as a corollary of the following:
__p

4.4.22 Tho.on.ejn: With X as above, © '

Q

is defined on a generator, a, --,

(£2X) and takes the coset of a Q , a generator of PET («X) ,

of PHS

as value.
pp
P/tOOj$: Let a oo be a generator in PHZ J (fix). In [25g] it is shown that
£_ t—

—————•———

one has the following relation:
(it.it.23)

P°(a 22 ) = a 5 g.

Let us pass to Q -coefficients and write b^ and fa g for Q -liftings
of a

and a g, respectively. Now, let k be any integer prime to 3

and q any natural number. It follows from 2.1U of [2U] and (it.2.8)
that:
(lt.lt.2lt)

(l-k*m ) 0} -

£

*

T^

where Tq (k) denotes the pseudo operation given in (U.2.8):

Applying (lt.lt.2lt) to fa
(it.it.25)

and taking q = 9 gives:

(1-k 18 ) 0^ b 22 - k 12T 3 (k) 0^ b 22 = 0(3 U ).

This follows since PH 5 °(fiX) = PH 5 («X) = 0, by coprimitivity. By
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(4.4.25) and (4.4.23) we see that there exists a fa, ,- £ PH
4o
that
(4.4.26)

(fix) such

(1-k 6 ) ej b h6 = (1-k 18 ) fa^, mod (3 h ).

Now since v 3 (l-k qm ) = 1+v 3 (qm), (4.U.26) becomes
(U.4.27)

Oj fa^g - 3b g, mod (9).

Since PH

(HX) = 0, we see that [J,b Q ] forms a (3,2,0)-pair of the

second kind. This gives the result.

o

4.4.28 CofioilcVuj: The X given above is not 3-equivalent with a product
of non-trivial spaces.
-

If X were to be reducible mod 3, then x,

47

would have to

be primitive. This would contradict the previous theorem.

n

§5. ———
Thu c L/^-Invasuant
and —~—•
the. ————
Hopfa —————•————
Invariant.
—————————— ———
We conclude this chapter with a brief section on the ^..-invariant
of Adams [5],[21] and its formulation in terms of our pseudo
primary and higher order operations. The Hopf invariant, which
is very closely related to the more general e -invariant, will
V

be discussed a"d the famous "Hopf invariant one" problem will be
considered.
Let X be a CW
(U. 5. 1 )

complex of the following form:
X = S

2n.

2n
Ue

2n
Ue

J U...Ue

2n

for the n. £ %+ such that r^ < n 2 < ... < n g . Let h^ denote
2n.
^
a generator of HZf """(X) = Z, for 1 < i < s. These elements are
of exact CW

filtration 2n. and we may, consequently, consider
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the images under some splitting isomorphism J. Say J(fo^) = n^
for 1 < i •< s . (We

will deliberately confuse h-^ and k^foj).

The reduced unitary K-theory of X is a direct sum of s copies
of V.
The total Chern character of any of these elements, /i. , is of
the form:

(U.5.2)

ch(7I.) = eiiS^i , s . 1 ^ s _i^i , s _ 2V2+ ---^i ,i+ ^i + 1 +;ii

In (U.5.2), c. ./2 denotes the e -invariant of the map that
i •> J
*>
attaches the n . th cell in X to the i th skeleton of X. Clearly £. . = 0
J
J- » J
for i > j and e. -is the coefficient of k. in the image of the
i,J
J
n.
component of the Chern character of a class of exact
filtration 2n . . Thus:
i

(k.5.3)

(n.-n. ) (n.-n. )
e./u - cV.du) - Vp ' ' 8j ' ' (fc.).

This gives an integrality condition on the unreduced e -invariant,
(n.-n )
namely that p J
e. . £ (R .

•J.5.4 Exo»ip£e: In 7.1* of [5], Adams considers X = <TP2 and
shovs that C

' 5^

= ]. Our formulation (I*. 5.3) shows that

2£ 1 2/? 2 = GJ (/I 1 ) = /1 2 ( for P = 2), (n -n )
In the case where s = 2, we call p^p
e.

the mod p Hopf

' >2
invariant for X. We have just seen in (U.5.1*) an example of a
space with mod 2 Hopf invariant one. Notice that we need not
reduce

mod Tg because the action of p^ serves to identify

all the elements in a mod 2 coset.
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Let us, now, formulate the well-known "Hopf invariant one"
problem in terms of what we have just established above. We
consider the case where p = 2 and refer the reader to [23] for
the parallel proof when p is odd. For the even case, we also
cite [22].
It is a classical result of Steenrod [36] that:
4.5.5 T/ieo-tan: Let K be a two cell complex = S q U, e 2q . That is,
6
K is a q-sphere with a (2q)-cell attached by a map )J, representing
a class ct in TT

_.( s )• Then, the following are equivalent:

(i) S q : H2q (K) - H2 2<1 (K) is zero,
(ii) There is no element of Hopf invariant one in TT

(S q ).

It is also classical that if an element of Hopf invariant one
does exist in TT 2q-1 (S ), then q must be of the form 2 , for some
s > 0 [9]. This follows because the S$, for q = 2 S , are the only
non-decomposable reduced Steenrod powers.
The famous result of Adams [1] regarding the Hopf invariant one
problem will follow as a corollary of:

4.5.6 Tlico-iew: Let X £ F p "be such that H2^2 +2( q~ S (x) = 0 for
—————————
1 <_ s <_ 2+v (q) for q an even integer and such that HZ

q

(x) = 0

for q odd. (Here, v (q) is the function that assigns to an integer
q, and a prime, p, the exponent of p when q is decomposed as a
product of primes.) Then $ '

is defined on every element of H2 2 (x).

Before we proceed with the proof, we recall the following technical
lemma, due to Adams [U]:
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4.5.7 L cjmma : Let k be an odd integer equal to the generator of
Gn/±1 f° r 0. even and let k "be a generator of Gi if q is odd.
(Here G

s

denotes the group of units in 2 . ) Then:
s

(i) v 2 (kq-l) s 2+v 2 (q) for even q, and
(ii) v 2 (kq-l) = 1 for odd q.
oj 4.5.6: C&ac I: n and q are even .
By the generalised Adem relations (see (U.2. 8), above) we have:
(U.5.8)

q-1 .
(l-kq ) © q = I k 1 T q~ 1 (k) 0, , mod 2 q J
i=0
J

Let y be a 5Jp representative of y in HZ (x). By the vanishing
hypotheses of (U.5-6) we may truncate (k.^.8) to get:
q-3-v 9 (q) .
.
_.
-L
k^^'^k) 0 1 (i/) . mod 2
i=0
Choose k to be an odd generator of Gn/±1 . Now by (U.2. 8 ), the
right hand side of (^.5-9) is zero mod 22^. But (U.5.?-i)
tells us that the left side of (^.5.9) is zero mod
Dividing (^.5. 9) by 2 +V 2^') 5 therefore, tells us that
J

= 0 mod 2. By (3-^.6) and (3-3.1), we obtain the desired

result.

Ca.Sc II: n is even and q is odd.
This is virtually the same as case I where (U.5-9) becomes:
(14.5-10)

_
2
•
•
_•
(l-k q ) 0 q U) = I kV1' 1 ^) Q*(y), mod 2 q .
J
i=0
J

The left hand side is zero mod 2 and the right hand side is
zero mod h by (l*.5-7-ii). The result follows as in case I.
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Cciic 111 : n is odd and q is either even or odd.
Since our pseudo operations are stable, ve may consider the
suspension of X in place of X. This reduces to either case I
or II.
This completes the proof.

D

4.5.11 Culi'CCaif/: Unless n = 1,2,H or 8, there exists no
).
element of Hopf invariant one in TT O^n— ,(S
i
P-10 o(\: This classical result of Adams follows from (U.5-6)
"because 2+v (q) < q only when 2q > 8. Setting n = 2q shows
that the only possible cases where Hopf invariant one may
exist is when n = 2,U,8 or in the trivial case where n = 1. o
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